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More than you ever wanted to know about heat-dissipating tube shield mil
specs...but just the item for those *HOT* 6BF5s in Collins equipment.

MIL SPEC HEAT-DISSIPATING TUBE SHIELDS
by Pete Wokoun Sr., KH6GRT (6/2004)

We all have heard the benefits of using International Electronic Research Corp
(IERC) type heat-dissipating shields in the R390A and other equipments to
reduce tube operating temperatures. However, I haven't seen any information
on just how how much they actually reduce the temperatures. Collins did some
temperature studies but I haven't been able to find a copy of their study,
possibly called service bulletin 303. I don't know if that study included heat
dissipating shields. Searching thru the mil specs that these shields were made to I
finally found some definitive temperature reduction figures. The specs are all in
degrees C; they have been converted to degrees F in this presentation.

The mil spec heat-dissipating shields designated for retrofitting to existing
equipment come from three mil specs: MIL-S-9372(USAF), MIL-S-19786(NAVY),
and MIL-S-24251. These shields are designed to replace the shiny, nickel plated
JAN types. Mil-S-9372 was an Air Force spec and MS24233, its mil standard for
retrofit shields, was implemented January, 1958. MIL-S-19786 was a Navy spec
and its amendment for retrofit shields was implemented May, 1964. Both these
specs were cancelled in 1968 and replaced by mil spec MIL-S-24251 which
covered all branches of the service and was implemented March, 1967. Shields
made to any of these specs will have the mil spec part number on them. Here are
those mil spec part numbers cross referenced to the well-known IERC numbers:

     SIZE        IERC #   MIL-S-9372   MIL-S-19786   MIL-S-24251
  ------------   ------   ----------   -----------   -----------
  Short 7 pin    5015B    MS24233-1    S0761*V00     M24251/6-1
  Med 7 pin      5020B    MS24233-2    S0762*V00     M24251/6-2
  Tall 7 pin     5025B    MS24233-3    S0765*V00     M24251/6-3
  Short 9 pin    6015B    MS24233-4    S0966*V00     M24251/6-4
  Med 9 pin      6020B    MS24233-5    S0967*V00     M24251/6-5
  Tall 9 pin     6025B    MS24233-6    S0968*V00     M24251/6-6
  Ex-Tall 9 pin  6027B    MS24233-7       ---        M24251/6-7
                                       *(X or C)

All the above sizes except the short and ex-tall 9 pin ones are used in the R390A.
You can get information on how many of which ones on many web sites. The
IERC numbers are normally used when searching for these shields. If someone
other than IERC made them, they may only have the mil spec number and some
other model number. I have some made by Waterbury Pressed Metal Company
(WPM in the table below) that are this way. One I have made by Cinch
Connector Company does carry the IERC number. I found documentation that
the Atlee Corp also may have produced some of these shields. Their different
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model numbers are noted in the table below and cross referenced to the IERC
numbers:

      SIZE         IERC #     WPM #      ATLEE #
    ---------      ------    --------    --------
    Short 7 pin    5015B     RS-215-1    A10041-1
    Med 7 pin      5020B     RS-215-2    A10041-2
    Tall 7 pin     5025B     RS-215-3    A10041-3
    Short 9 pin    6015B     RS-216-1    A10042-1
    Med 9 pin      6020B     RS-216-2    A10042-2
    Tall 9 pin     6025B     RS-216-3    A10042-3
    Ex-Tall 9 pin  6027B        --         ---

BTW, I noticed the last two digits in the IERC number correspond to their height
in decimal inches. For example, the 5015 is 1.5 inches high, 5025 is 2.5 inches high,
etc. Anyone know if the 50 and 60 designate anything?

Physically, from ones I have seen, the shield inserts (the part that contacts the
tube) are of two types: a multi-sided cylinder (5-sided for 7 pin tubes and 6-sided
for 9 pin tubes) or a round insert with a multitude of 1/16 inch fingers. I found
both types on shields from both the -9372 and -24251 mil specs. The multi-sided
inserts have an open top between the insert and outer shell whereas the mini-
fingered insert has a top closed. I personally have not seen or heard about any
shields that have the MIL-S-19786 markings.

multi-sided internal insert multi-fingered internal insert

Shields made to MIL-S-9372(USAF) (MS24233) were qualified to reduce the
surface temperature of a test 'slug' by 36 degrees F, minimum (a 10-11%
reduction). The test 'slug' was an alumimum piece shaped like a tube with an
internal heater and 3 imbedded thermocouples. This 'slug' was heated up to 338
to 356 degrees F when the shield was applied. The average reading for all
thermocouples had to be at least 36 degrees F less than the starting temperature.
How well this test 'slug' with its greater thermal mass related to actual tubes I
don't know.

Shields made to MIL-S-19786(NAVY) were qualified using an instrumented glass
tube called a Thermion. Apparently these were tube-sized things containing a
heater and thermocouples. It was heated to its test temperature when the shield
was applied. The shields designated for retrofit service were only required to
reduce the temperature of the thermion between 10 and 25% (symbol 'X' in the
tables). However, the shields worked so well they were qualified to the next
higher reduction of 25-38% (symbol 'C' in the tables). Specific temperatures for
this spec are as follows:

                     Bare Bulb    Shield Temp Reduction (Minimum)
  MIL-S-19786 #      Test Temp       (X) 10-25%      (C) 25-38%
  ---------------  -------------   -------------    ------------
  S0761 (short 7)  293 degrees F    27- 65 deg F     65- 99 deg F
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  S0762 (med 7)    437 degrees F    41-101 deg F    101-154 deg F
  S0765 (tall 7)   455 degrees F    43-106 deg F    106-161 deg F
  S0966 (short 9)  266 degrees F    23- 59 deg F     59- 89 deg F
  S0967 (med 9)    446 degrees F    41-104 deg F    104-157 deg F
  S0968 (tall 9)   347 degrees F    32- 79 deg F     79-120 deg F
  Note:  The V00 in the -19786 mil part number refers to a
         vertically mounted shield with no separate base provided.

Shields made to Mil-S-24251 were qualified using actual electron tubes. The
temperatures were measured from a thermocouple imbedded into the test
tube's glass at its hottest spot. The hot spot location was determined by
temperature sensitive paints. Like in the previous specs, the test tube was heated
to its test temperature when the shield was applied. The shield had to reduce the
bulb temperature by at least the amount indicated in the following table:

                             Bare Tube       Shield Temperature
  MIL-S-24251 #           Test Temperature   Reduction (minimum)
  ----------------------  ----------------   -------------------
  M24251/6-1 (short 7)     239 degrees F     45 degrees F (19%)
  M24251/6-2 (med 7)       419 degrees F     72 degrees F (17%)
  M24251/6-3 (tall 7)      464 degrees F     81 degrees F (17%)
  M24251/6-4 (short 9)     266 degrees F     45 degrees F (17%)
  M24251/6-5 (med 9)       437 degrees F     99 degrees F (23%)
  M24251/6-6 (tall 9)      446 degrees F     81 degrees F (18%)
  M24251/6-7 (ex-tall 9)   455 degrees F     81 degrees F (18%)

Typical tube operating temperatures I expect are somewhat less than these test
temperatures which maximized tube dissipation. This would lead to somewhat
less than the above temperature reductions in actual situations. However, I think
these tests were closer to actual conditions than the 'slugs' and Thermions used
in previous testing.

The mil spec Mil-S-24251 remains in effect today. However, there are no
products on its qualified products list. What that means is no one currently
makes any of these shields because the military doesn't have a need for any.
Personally, I think shields made to any of these mil spec are going to perform
similiarly because they're not all that different from each other.

There are other types of mil spec heat-dissipating shields even of improved
design but they are not designated for general backfitting into existing
equipments. These shields and their sockets were designed from the start as an
integral part of their equipment. As such, significant quantities to use in other
equipments are probably not available.

So, what does all this mean? Here are my thoughts: These temperature
reductions listed that the shields had to meet are all minimums so actual
reductions cannot be determined. Physically these shields seem to remain pretty
much unchanged throughout the years; it was the mil specs that were changing.
And mil specs are sometimes written just to document what is normally used
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and available! From the mil spec 19786 qualified products list the manufacturers
had test data that supported their products qualification of 25-38% reductions in
bulb temperatures. This range also allowed them to meet the newer mil spec
24251 minimum reductions. So I would venture to say a typical bulb temperature
reduction of 20-25% is realizable with the heat-dissipating shields. Having a
temperature reduction figure only leads to a further question: By decreasing the
operating temperature of a tube by some amount, how much improvement in
tube life does this lead to? This becomes harder to answer than determining how
much cooler the tube operates. But one can generalize by saying any increase in
tube life by lowering bulb temperature is beneficial.

The most informative article I was able to find on-line which related tube bulb
temperatures to tube life was pearl_tube_coolers.pdf on the www.pearl-hifi.com
website. Although much of the website borders on the more esoteric nuances of
high-end audio, this paper presents some of the earlier works done by GE and
IERC on tube temperatures and life spans that are difficult to find these days. An
example from an IERC study in that article: a 6AQ5(6005) tube operating near
maximum plate dissipation has a bare bulb temperature almost 460 degrees F.
Enclosed in a bright JAN shield its bulb temperature rises to 600 degrees F. With
an IERC type B cooler installed the bulb temperature drops to 365 degrees F.
This is a 20% drop from its bare bulb temperature and an 39% drop from its JAN
shield temperature. This related to a tube survival rate after 500 operating hours
of 35% using no shield, to less than 5% using the JAN shield, to over 95% still
working using the IERC type B cooler. In another example from a GE study:
From a batch of 200 6AQ5(6005) tubes running at 502 degrees F, 15% were still
operational after 2500 hours. A second batch running at 428 degrees F, 74
degrees cooler or about a 15% reduction in bulb temperature, still had 90%
operational after 5000 hours. It seems "small decreases in bulb temperatures
often result in seemingly disproportionately large increases in tube life". The
article is also interesting in that it touches on other factors like filament voltage,
forced air cooling, and temperature gradients that also have an influence on tube
life.

IERC Heat Dissipating Tube hields
------------------------------------------------------------------

About IERC Tube Shields -
by Chuck Rippel

The R390A uses 5 different sizes of heat dissipating, black, IERC or WPM labled
tube shields.  Installing the correct type and part number shield can dramatically
decrease the operating temperature  of the vacuum tubes and in turn, increase
their service life.  Collins addressed this back in the early 50's in service bulletin
#303 which graphically compares the performance of various types of tube
shields and not using shields at all.

The proper tube shields can easily identified.  They are anodized black (or deep
purple), have an open top with a series of tabs folded over a thin, octagonal metal
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tube inserted longways inside the shield.  They are also plainly labeled IERC
There is a unique model number stamped on the outside of the shield denoting
which size it is designed to fit.  Refer to this number when obtaining the shields.

Below is an inventory with individual quantities of the 5 different part number
IERC tube shields used in the R390A:

      (1)     6025-B   Tall 9 Pin, used for the ballast tube
      (9)     6020-B   Medium 9 pin, used on 5814A's and 26Z5W's
      (2)     5015-B   Short 7 pin, used on the 5654's
     (13)     5020-B   Medium 7 pin, used on 6BA6's, 6C4, 6AK5   etc.....
     (1)     5025-B   Tall 7 pin, used on the OA2

Black tube shields labeled "WPM" my also be found.  While I personally don't feel
these are quite as effective as the IERC design, they are far and away better than
the shiny types described below.

Radios which still have shiny, nickel-plated tube shields should have them
replaced with the above IERC shields as soon as possible.  Even if they have been
painted black on the outside, these shields have no provision to grip the tube
bottle and sink the heat away from it.  Also, the bright internal surfaces of the
shield actually reflect the heat back into tube and on to its dark internal plate
structure which could then cause the tube to over dissipate and shorten its service
life.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Mon, 22 Feb 1999 20:30:49 -0500 (EST)
From: Norman Ryan <nryan@duke.edu>
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields

> I have noticed in my investigation for the IERC tube shields that some are
> listed as, say 5020 or 5020B.  What would the "B" indicate?

Probably some kind of design change.  I have three IERC versions  before me:

1.  TR6-6020
Matte black shell with rounded over top.  Finger style heat dissipator,  semi shiny.

2.  TR6-6020B    MS24233-5
Matte black shell with rounded over top.   Finger style heat dissipator, matte
black.

3.  M24251/6-5      TRN5-6020B
           Matte black shell with six bent over tabs on top.
           Hexagonal style, heat dissipator, matte black.

Version one's semi shiny fingers probably reflect a tad more heat than version
two.  I prefer version three because it looks like the heat convects out of there
faster and also because I think it looks "kewl."   :-)
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Any one of these versions will work fine.  They're hard to find and one is
thankful to get them.  The WPM's have a smaller diameter opening which I
enlarged by forcing a slow gradiated taper down there.  Made it look like an
IERC shield.
------------------------------
Date: Sun, 06 Jun 1999 13:43:00 -0500
From: "Jerry G. Kincade" <w5kp@swbell.net>
Subject: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C

Mac, I have seen this statement made on several lists, and while I WANT to
believe it, I'm having trouble swallowing the thermodynamics part of it. I've
always wondered if boatanchors might not be better off with no tube shields
(absent a requirement of rf radiation suppression) than ANY tube shields, heat
wise. Deliberately capturing a wall of dead air around a heat-producing device
like a vacuum tube always seemed like folly to my inner instincts. I seem to recall
also an advisement to pull all the shields except for a selected few when
rackmounting R-390's. The latest Jennings tool catalog has, in addition to my
drool marks on it, a Tektronix laser thermometer that can take no-touch accurate
readings on a teeeeeny-tiny pinpoint area. Sure wish someone would buy one of
these, and take the temp of the glass surface of the top area of a tube without and
with several types of common tube shields installed. Then maybe I could get rid
of this nagging feeling we're all being had by an old piece of radio mythology
here.  Maybe there's a thermo engineer out there who's tried this? Y'all fire
away.. I have my helmet and Nomex on.
------------------------------
Date: Sun, 06 Jun 1999 21:53:49 -0500
From: "Jerry G. Kincade" <w5kp@swbell.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C

I was hoping you would weigh in on this, Dr. J. The radar repeaters I worked on
in my Navy days had about a bushel basket of the older shiny/springy versions
in them. Always figured they were there for battle shock/damage more than
anything. They got hot enough to leave flesh on them if you grabbed the wrong
one, which is why the equipments all had noisy nine million CFM blowers, I
guess. Also, per Chuck Rippel, there was a Collins report that said tubes
benefitted to the tune of about a 50% longevity increase with shields, and I think
that was done even before the IERC era.

So I guess I'm convinced, and thanks for the info. Now back to the hunt for all the
right sizes of IERC's. I still wonder why the 390A manual says to remove most of
the shields when rackmounting, though. Of course, at the time those shields were
not IERC's - maybe again illustrating a drastic difference in efficiency between the
old and newer types of shields.
------------------------------
Date: Sun, 06 Jun 1999 21:24 -0600
From: "Staupe, Paul T." <PTSTAUPE@comdisco.com>
Subject: RE: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C
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We've been happily moving along with the wisdom of the ages telling us that our
tube shields are protecting us... and now you rock the boat and throw fear
uncertainty and doubt (FUD) in our faith in tube shields. Next thing, you'll be
telling us that solid state devices may be superior (in certain applications of
course) than tubes! Please resist the temptation to buy that Tek laser
thermometer, 'cuz I've got a lot invested in  IERC .....  and I want to sleep
peacefully tonight while my EAC warms up my hotel room (through the tube
shields!)
 ----------

From:  Jerry G. Kincade
Sent:  Sunday, June 06, 1999 8:26 PM
To:  Mac McCullough
Cc:  COLLINS; r-390
Subject:  [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C

Deliberately capturing a wall of dead air around a heat-producing device like a
vacuum tube always seemed like folly to my inner instincts. I seem to recall also
an advisement to pull all the shields except for a selected few when rackmounting
R-390's.
 ------------------------------

Date: Sun, 06 Jun 1999 19:54:12 -0400
From: Barry Hauser <barry@hausernet.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C

Speaking of tube shields.  I have a new/old FSK converter that has a type of tube
shield I've never seen before.  It would seem to be the ideal. This is new old stock,
still hermetically sealed in the foil packing, so the components are all original.
They're black inside and out, but vented.  There are vertical louvres running all
around the shield.  This would seem to provide a degree if shielding, but also
heat-sinking and open cooling.  I don't have them handy, or I would post a photo
somewhere.

The design would seem ideal in dealing with all issues.  Has anyone else seen
these and/or know anything about them?
------------------------------

Date: Sun, 06 Jun 1999 19:29:58 -0500
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: [R-390] IERC Tube Shield Effectivness

The better quality ones are supposed to act as a heat sink. I use them. It shouldn't
be very hard or very expensive to run a few tests on the various styles of tube
shields verses no tube shield at all on the envelope temperature of the tube. It
shouldn't cost more than a couple of dollars.

Attach a small thermistor to the top of a 5814A next to the pip with some JB Weld
epoxy. Use a small one that won't be contacted by the various tube shields. Run
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the 5814A in an area with good ventilation but no breeze or draft for an hour.
Measure the resistance of the thermistor.

Next, install one of the old silver shields, run it an hour and measure the
resistance. Next, the WPM, IERC, etc shields and plot the results. I suspect that
we'd see that the heat conductive WPM and IERC shields do lower the envelope
temperature. But, maybe not! <grin>

I don't have any of my tube data manuals handy, so I don't know the temp.
range of the thermistor you'll need. The data isn't hard to come by. If I had the
time and energy, I'd do it and post the results, but I don't. One of you guys give it
a try. Just make sure that I get proper credit for the really brilliant method. :-)
------------------------------

Date: Sun, 06 Jun 1999 20:00:39 -0500
From: "Dr. Gerald N. Johnson, P.E." <geraldj@ames.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C

The passive thermometers (lasers are only there to show where they are looking)
work most accurately on a surface that radiates heat very well. That's not the
glass surface. You'd get a better measure by sticking a thermocouple to the glass
with duxseal or some other adhesive that can take the temperature. The finer the
thermocouple the better.

Tubes do need some shielding from each other, and the tube shields also help to
hold them in the sockets when the big guns are fired. A tube rattling around on
the deck isn't one to be trusted to continue to work... And the radio it has jumped
from may not be working at that point either.

Though there are NO tube shields in the 75S receivers. But the IF stages beyond 2
in a receiver give a lot of trouble because then a couple stages have the same
phase and oscillation is more likely. Question is, what is the effect of temperature
on the operation of the tube, or better what is the effect of envelope temperature
on the longevity of the tube? For sure the cathode needs to be red hot. And
equally sure the control grid needs to be cool so it doesn't emit electrons. The
plate is cooled by radiation and has to dissipate more power than the heater in
some tubes, less in RF tubes. Depending on the plate metal, some transmitting
tubes run just fine at a dull red. Probably the most critical parts are the metal to
glass seals. The metal coefficient of thermal expansion never perfectly matches
the glass, to the greater the temperature of those seals, the more likely there will
be damage. So, as I see it, cooling the base is most important.

I've tried to compute the effect of radiant energy hitting glass and to compute
what the operating temperature of the glass surface would be (for a light bulb
buried in shell corn) and gave up. It was far easier to bury a lamp in a bucket of
corn and see if it ignited. It did. A non contacting thermometer might measure
plate temperature reasonably, and detect if the shiny shields caused it to operate
at a higher temperature for the same power dissipation. Since cooling is by
radiation, I'd think that any tube shield that was black instead shiny inside would
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run the tube cooler than a shiny shield. There is some heat introduced into the
glass because its not perfectly transparent at IR, so the fingers of the IERC tube
shields undoubtedly cool the glass some.

I believe that the IERC makers probably would have a lot of data on tube
longevity using their shields, else they'd never have sold any.
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 7 Jun 1999 08:39:10 -0500
From: "Spencer Petri" <wa5jci@flash.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C

If anyone does a temp test would you paint one of the silver shields flat
black and see what difference, if any, it makes in the temp. As for heat, the old
Motorola tube radios in car trunks here in Texas ran so hot during the summer
that I couldn't unlock them without using gloves.
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 07 Jun 1999 16:40:17 -0500
From: "Jerry G. Kincade" <w5kp@swbell.net>
Subject: [Fwd: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C]

Nolan, I totally agree this should be tried. Greg has the right idea here, I think.
Hope he'll go ahead and do it. Results could be very interesting. Also hope he
doesn't mind my forwarding his input to the list!

Greg, sounds like a great idea to me. Would be very interesting to see if they run
cooler or hotter in each case. Measuring at three different points might also lend
credibility to the theory that most of the heat is conducted to the chassis via the
shield base when tube shields are used. I'm not an engineer by any means, so
hardly qualified to comment on the test method - but it sounds reasonable to me.
How about it, Dr. Jerry?

Greg W. Bailey wrote:      > Hello Mac and Jerry:
> > I have always wondered about this tube sheild thermal question. Having
access to a lab full of equipment, I was thinking of putting this question to bed
once and for all. Supposing, I took a 390A, operating at normal room temps (20
C), selected two 6BA6 bottles in the IF (I don't have my book open right now but
there has to be two of them somewhere in the radio that have commonality in
their location, filament voltage, plate current, and so on.
>
> Then attaching three #38 AWG J-type thermal couples to each tube in the exact
same locations.  The locations could be 15% up from the bottom of the tube, 50%
up, and 85% ..... I really don't care, as long as we agree BEFORE the test and not
play the  "you should have tried this or that" after the test. One of the tubes to be
covered by the shiny bayonet type and the other by the IERC black multi-internal
fingered shields.  Then measure the difference in temperature of the two bottles,
recording it at say 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes OR until thermal stabalization is
achieved.
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>
> ASSUMING this was  done, do you think once and for all we would have the
data to put this to bed.
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 7 Jun 1999 16:35:28 -0700 (PDT)
From: Joe Foley <redmenaced@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C

I've got some other questions before we start the test. If you test the effectiveness
of the sheilds how do you know what type of heat sinking method you're
testing?  Is it conductive, convective, or radiation?  Or some combination of
those?

Did one manufacture have reasons to consider one more important than the
other? Just which ones were addressed when considering how the heat is
transferred to, or through, the glass envelope? How to measure each?
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 7 Jun 1999 16:58:09 -0700 (PDT)
From: Joe Foley <redmenaced@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C

Yes!  I've seen them.  Be careful with them, the louvres bend easily and they're
SHARP!
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 07 Jun 1999 18:35:35 -0700
From: Dennis Sharp <kd7ena@uswest.net>
Subject: [R-390] IERC Tube Shields

I was at Electronic Dimensions in Tacoma, WA Saturday and was talking to Glen
who's the owner about tube shields and he mentioned that he had a good supply
of the IERC tube shields. He stated he had both new and used ones. If you want
to give him a call his number is (253) 272-1061 and e-mail address is:
eldim@worldnet.att.net. He works from Wednesday to
Saturday 10-?.

I have bought quite a lot of things from him and he is a reputable
dealer. He specializes in military surplus electronic equipment, i.e. test equipment,
communication equipment, and hard to find parts. I've been doing business with
him for 2 1/2 years and haven't ever had any complaints. Anyway give him a try.
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 07 Jun 1999 21:13:09 -0500
From: Richard Biddle <theprof@texoma.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC Tube Shields
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So all we have to find is the service bulletin:) I think the principle is pretty much
the same for tube shields as any other - the IERC shield has the cute little
corregated fingers that hug the surface of the tube and so reduces envelope
temperature by conduction.  The black color assists by absorbing heat by
radiation and then rerediating it to the ambient. At least that is how it works
when you do mil boxes. I figure  that anything is a help so I use the shields. I also
have a 4" fan in the rear of my cabinet  with intakes at the top and bottom near
the front  of the radio.  Runs reasonably cool.
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 7 Jun 1999 20:24:04 -0700 (PDT)
From: W Li <wli@u.washington.edu>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C]

This thread is very interesting and salient to our needs. Scientific
documentation as Greg proposes is the way to go. IERC shields are made to fit
very snugly to special thin aluminum tube bases that lock into the base of the
shield for maximal thermal transfer to the chassis.

My suggestion is to sample two major sources of heat: one below the chassis (the
26Z5's) and the other above the chassis (the 3TF7). The heat generated by the
26Z5 goes up to the tube base, and the heat generated by the 3TF7 goes up away
from the tube base. It would be of some interest to see how the IERC handles
heat in these configurations. The tubes in the signal path really run fairly cool, so
that any differences seen between IERC and the shiny shields are likey to be less
dramatic. Sequential measurements at three locations on each tube would clearly
show all of us how well these shields "cool". Control measurements would be
with NO shields attached. My guess is that all three locations on any one tube are
going to be pretty close... but that is only conjecture on my part....
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 07 Jun 1999 21:28:11 -0500
From: "Dr. Gerald N. Johnson, P.E." <geraldj@ames.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C

With the more open IERC shields we have all three. Conduction from the glass
by the internal fingers, radiation to the black fingers and inside of the outer
shield, and then convection through the open top. The heat is transferred from
the plate entirely by radiation. Some of the radiation is absorbed by the glass
(more at the labels and when dirty), but some passes unchanged to be absorbed
by the black metal of the shield for reradiation with a larger area. Then that metal
is cooled by convection too, a lot.

There's no convection inside, that's for sure and the mica supports don't conduct
much. The pins conduct some heat out of the tube.
------------------------------

Date: Tue, 8 Jun 1999 03:33:54 -0000
From: "Michael P. Olbrisch" <kd9kc@elp.rr.com>
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Subject: [R-390] IERC Tube shields - found em, thanks.

Well, I found the info.  Thanks.  For anyone else, the info is included below.

Thanks to Chuck, WA4HHG, for the info from his website.

(1)     6025-B   Tall 9 Pin, used for the ballast tube
(9)     6020-B   Medium 9 pin, used on 5814A's and 26Z5W's
(2)     5015-B   Short 7 pin, used on the 5654's
(13)    5020-B   Medium 7 pin, used on 6BA6's, 6C4, 6AK5, etc...
(1)     5025-B   Tall 7 pin, used on the OA2
------------------------------

Date: Tue, 08 Jun 1999 20:50:12 -0700
From: "Gene G. Beckwith" <jtone@sssnet.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C

No answers, just thoughts and questions...I've noticed that during warm ups for
alignment, I felt the black tube shield, real ones with the fingers touching the
glass, and was surprised to find the actual "touch temp" seemed to be lower to the
extent that I could touch the black shields and not the shiny ones (aprox one hour
elapased time)...this is subjective I know, and maybe if I'd waited longer, it would
be different

Further, if the shield is open at the top, with or without fingers touching the glass,
is this a sort of 'chimney' effect with a convection cooling draft induced by the hot
tube?

Also, wonder if the pins that support cathode/filiments are heat sinks them
selves?  I recall that EIMAC has written about the critical need to cool glass to
metal seals in very large hot tubes, so perhaps the pins to socket combination is
important and that maybe that assembly, whether in large tubes or in the little
guys like our 390x stuff should be considered...I think Norm suggested mounting
the audio chasis up on some washers to allow a bit of convection and cooling for
under chassis stuff....
------------------------------

Date: Tue, 08 Jun 1999 21:07:01 -0700
From: "Gene G. Beckwith" <jtone@sssnet.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C

Yep, I got two...they were in the beauty I picked up at Dayton (R390A), and ur
description is accurate..one can see the tube through the open structure...I have
them in hand as I type this and there are no markings as to mfg, or other
info..totally plain jane. The two I have are meant for a 12AU7 dia and height
tube...they were in the chassis and mixed with miscellaneous other shields, mostly
non black and some missing.
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BTW, is there an source for the IERC's?  Need the short ones for the xtal oscillator
and the other (6C4) under the back var if rack...those seem esp difficult to find,
but need others too..
------------------------------

Date: Tue, 08 Jun 1999 20:14:15 -0500
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C]

IERC and possibly Cinch also made little flexible heat conductive strips that fit
inside the raised collar that the tube shield attaches to on the tube socket. They
were supposed to help dissipate heat at the bottom of the tube and decrease the
heat soak to the tube socket terminals.

I use them in the R-390A's on the 26Z5W's, the 3TF7, and the 5749 on the PTO.
I've never seen them for sale or even know the exact name of them. I ended up
with a few from a bunch of T-195/R-392 stuff that I scrapped. I think that there
were about a half a dozen used in each T-195 and anywhere from 1 to about 4 or
so in each of the R-392. Usually, the tubes for the PTO's will have them even if
nowhere else does.

>My suggestion is to sample two major sources of heat: one below the chassis
(the 26Z5's) and the other above the chassis (the 3TF7). The heat generated by the
26Z5 goes up to the tube base, and the heat generated by the 3TF7 goes up away
from the tube base.
(W. Li)

I like to space the R-390A audio away from the chassis about "one washer
thickness" to aid in air flow. I've never tried this with the power supply module. It
might be worth looking at.

>It would be of some interest to see how the IERC handles heat in these
configurations. The tubes in the signal path really run fairly cool, so that any
differences seen between IERC and the shiny shields are likey to be less dramatic.
Sequential measurements at three locations on each tube would clearly show all
of us how well these shields "cool".

The "top" of the tube wouldn't be a problem, but it'd probably be rather difficult
to do the side and the base of the tube.

>Control measurements would be with NO shields attached. My guess is that all
three locations on any one tube are going to be pretty close... but that is only
conjecture on my part....

There's a big difference over the surface of a light bulb. <grin>
------------------------------

Date: Tue, 08 Jun 1999 21:24:50 -0700
From: "Gene G. Beckwith" <jtone@sssnet.com>
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Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC Tube Shields

Seems I recall an article in ER that treated this subject in great detail.. maybe it
was a reprint from Collins, but I thought is was some original work or a study of
published data...would take a bit of looking at the ER index listings, but I don't
have them...  anyone have the time to do a bit of reseach?
------------------------------

Date: Tue, 08 Jun 1999 21:29:33 -0700
From: "Gene G. Beckwith" <jtone@sssnet.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C]

Interesting that the rectifiers are mounted up-side down and that they are
mounted on the heavy aluminum flange that further heat sinks to the
transformer...wonder if this is by intention or was it a fluke that heat transfer
questions might have been considered in that configuration...  Also wondering
how Chuck mounted that fan, and in what cabinet, and how it might help,
because the top and bottom decks are not really designed for convection of air
through the main frame...?
------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Tue, 08 Jun 1999 22:49:51 -0500
From: "Dr. Gerald N. Johnson, P.E." <geraldj@ames.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C

I'm sure the base pins act as some heat sink for the hot elements, (cathode,
heater, and plate) but except for the plate that's undesired since it just adds to the
heater power required to get adequate cathode emission. I'm equally sure that
the socket does help cool the pins and base seals on the miniature tubes. In the
power tube, first the base is often ceramic and probably a poorer thermal
expansion match to the metal, and not molded to the metal but soldered with
some intermediate material that makes the joint a bit more fragile, and there's a
lot more power involved. In some Eimac tetrodes, I've found the screen
dissipation necessary to meet their advertised output is essentially all that the
screen is rated to dissipate. So any added cooling is a benefit.

Any time there's a nearly closed vertical space with allowance for air to enter at
the bottom, be heated, and to leave the top, there will some air flow because hot
air rises. I think I come close to making blisters grabbing a shiny shield with
power on. And I don't remember causing that sort of damage with the IERC type
shields.
------------------------------

Date: Tue, 8 Jun 1999 22:27:19 -0700 (PDT)
From: W Li <wli@u.washington.edu>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C]

You are right about the upside down rectifiers. In fact, guess what is above the
power module: the Xtals Y201 and Y203 in their own oven!       W. Li
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------------------------------

Date: Wed, 9 Jun 1999 02:56:02 -0400 (EDT)
From: Norman Ryan <nryan@duke.edu>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C

On Tue, 8 Jun 1999, Dr. Gerald N. Johnson, P.E. wrote: > Any time there's a nearly
closed vertical space with allowance for air to enter at the bottom, be heated, and
to leave the top, .......

Yes, that's been my experience also.  No way can you hold onto a shiny shield for
long when the tube is up to temperature, but the IERC shield can be held in most
cases.  (Don't try it with a 26Z5W!) For those stuck with shiny shields, you can
help them a bit with some Krylon ultra-flat black spray paint on the inside.  Mask
off with masking tape the bit that twists around the socket base and spray inside.
This also helps the shiny shields that have heat dissipating inserts inside.  Remove
the insert before masking and spraying.

By far the IERC shields are the ones to try and locate.  The desired ones come in
two styles-- with tabs on top and a five-sided insert -or- with rounded over top
with finger style insert.  Use these on the tubes under the set first.

A runner-up is the WPM heat dissipating shield.  The top is rounded over but to
my mind the hole on top is too small.  Venting can be improved by taking a
tapered rod and carefully pushing it down the hole into the shield.  This will
further round over the top and enlarge the opening. This mod makes the WPM
just about as good as an IERC.  Atlee heat dissipating shields are on a par with the
WPM. Looking forward to the results of the temperature measurement studies
under way.
------------------------------

Date: Wed, 09 Jun 1999 09:14:47 -0500
From: "Dr. Gerald N. Johnson, P.E." <geraldj@ames.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C

Some years ago I was playing with active solar collectors. I found Krylon Ultra
Flat black was a better absorber of solar energy than the $15 a can special paints
from Edmund Scientific.
------------------------------

Date: Wed, 09 Jun 1999 10:46:25 -0500
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C

I wonder if there'd be any benefit to using longer IERC shields on the 26Z5W's
like the 3TF7 uses? I use an abnormally tall IERC shield on the 3TF&'s. I's guess
offhand that it's 3/4" of an inch taller than the tube envelope.
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I ain't never had none of them thermodynamics classes but would guess that
even mounted in the upside down position on the 26Z5W's that they'd still
radiate more heat, because of the increased surface area, but I ain't no engineer
and may be wrong. ;-

When the R390A was first introduced, those shiny shields were pretty much state
of the art. I can't help but remember the notice in the 1956 tech manual that
recommended removing the shields on all but a handful of tubes for improved
cooling. I don't remember seeing that recommendation in the later manuals after
the heat dissipating shields were introduced.

I'd sure like to read the study by Collins on the heat dissipating shields. surely,
someone has a copy they can post. Chuck?

Most of the shiny shields are plated brass. I've seen some that are copper and
some that were aluminum with a silver anodized coating.

I'd suspect the the ones with the hundreds of fingers would be more efficient. The
pentagon shaped inserts will pull out of the shield on occasion a lot easier too.
Cinch made some too. I've only seen a handful.  I think that the major area of
dissipation is the outside body of it.

Me too. If I had the extra time, I'd hack on my Radio Shack indoor/ outdoor
electronic thermometer. Another thermistor and either a series or parallel pot
should allow it to be "dialed in". The display wouldn't give an accurate reading as
far as the actual temperature, but it'd give an indication of hotter or colder. I
suppose that a base line could be calibrated using boiling water and the dial
calibrated with a an accurate meat thermometer or something.
------------------------------

Date: Wed, 09 Jun 1999 12:15:03 -0500
From: "Dr. Gerald N. Johnson, P.E." <geraldj@ames.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC Tube Shields on 75S3C

A longer shield made of aluminum or copper especially should run cooler just
because it has more area to radiate heat and to be cooled by air convection. It
may not radiate more heat, because it has only so much supplied by the tube, but
should stay cooler.

Just use the outdoor thermistor on the indoor/outdoor thermometer and you
are as close as you need to be. The sensor these days may not be a simple
thermistor, it might be a transistor junction or a dedicated digital  thermometer
chip.
------------------------------

Date: Wed, 20 Oct 1999 19:12:54 -0400 (EDT)
From: Norman Ryan <nryan@duke.edu>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Progress Report from South of the Border (and some queries)
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Sounds like you're making good progress on your restoration.

If C227 is OK, you sure don't want to mess with it.  Do you know for sure if it is
faulty, or are all the caps being replaced as a matter of course?  If the latter, I'd
skip C227 and hope for the best.  The glass sealed caps found in the later EAC
stuff tend to perform well anyway, unlike the black beauties and the brown caps
of death (all plastic encased).  Those are the real troublemakers.

The WPM and ELCO shields are OK if they have the little heatsink inserts
in them.  I take a taper reamer (smooth surfaced, not toothed) and press it into
the WPM's from the top inward in order to widen the opening.  I feel this helps
heat to rise out of the shield more freely.

It's true the IERC's are most favored, but just about any make shield is good if it
has the heatsink insert and is blackened inside.  The shiny non-insert variety is
worse than no shield at all as it reflects heat back into the tube.
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 25 Nov 1999 18:38:02 -0700
From: "Bill, KD0HG" <klerosb@frii.com>
Subject: [R-390] Tube cooling, life and shields

I've received several inquiries regarding my post here concerning IERC tube
shields and in response, here's a quick elaboration. In ER #66 for October, '94, I
described the results of a 1954 ARINC [Aeronautical Radio, Inc] and GE tube life
studies that were done using over 150,000 tubes of 20 different types. I provided
summaries and graphs of tube life vs. envelope temperature for several
representative tube types- here are a couple:

5654/6AK5W, 200 tube random lots
The 80% survival of this type was

750 hours @ 192 C
1500 hours @ 125 C
2000 hours @ 100 6005/6AQ5W

Over 95% of the 6AQ5 survived 5000 hours of operation at an envelope
temperature of 220 C, but at only 17 degrees hotter fewer than 70% survived
even 2500 hours.

Another chart in the article shows the measured envelope temperature of a
12BY7A dissipating 10 watts [including heater]. Under still air conditions, at room
temperature, worst to best,

>220 C inside a shiny JAN tube shield
190 C inside a black anodized JAN tube shield
165 C inside a black JAN shield with ventilation slots
150 C  bare bulb, no shield

  82 C  inside an IERC T6-1025H shield/cooler
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The results of these life tests indicate a bare bulb is the way to go for reliability's
sake, unless one uses the IERC coolers. Of course, electrical considerations often
mandate the electrical isolation of a shield.

I once read a reference that around 1960, the shiny tube shields were removed
from the military's QPL listings as a consequence of these earlier studies. This
does not agree with my observation that many pieces of military gear from
around that time are full of the shiny type of shields, so I don't know if this is
really true. As of the article's press date in '94, IERC was still in business and
making tube shields and coolers. I don't know about today.

IERC
135 W. Magnolia Blvd.
Burbank, CA 91507
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 25 Nov 1999 16:14:37 -0500
From: tbigelow@pop.state.vt.us (Todd Bigelow - PS)
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube cooling, life and shields

I'd always heard that a bare tube was better off than one within a shiny tube
shield, but WOW! Now I know why I see so much gear with the shields missing!
Interesting to see that IERC was still making shields in '94, I wonder
if they're still in business today and if so, perhaps we could put together a bulk-
buy for shields like others have for things like cabinets or filters? I started making
a list a hile back of what I needed and found the number to be quite high.  Yes
indeed, verrry interesting...    Thank you for posting this information, Bill.
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 25 Nov 1999 23:31:48 -0500
From: Mike Dinolfo <mdinolfo@erols.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube cooling, life and shields

For information: IERC is, apparently, still in business.  I remembered that IERC is
a listed supplier of (semiconductor) heat sinks in the Digi-key catalog; a quick
search of the Digi-key website indicated a link to IERC's website:

http://www.ctscorp.com/ierc

I did a brief check of the IERC website but did not find any references to tube
shields.  I might have missed it, however. Incidentally, both Mouser's website
(http://www.mouser.com) and Digi-key's website (http://www.digikey.com)
offer extensive links to the websites of individual manufacturers; these are great
starting points for locating technical info for many of the components that we
may need from time to time.
------------------------------

Date: Fri, 26 Nov 1999 12:12:47 EST
From: DJED1@aol.com
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Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube cooling, life and shields

I'd certainly be interested, both for my R-390A which has the shiny shields
removed, and my SP0-600, which has the shiny shields in place.  Now  I know
why the R-390 tubes have lasted so long.
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 15 May 2000 11:19:18 -0500
From: "Scott, Barry (Clyde B)" <cbscott@ingr.com>
Subject: [R-390] Nice find

Recently, a neighbor of mine gave me some older Collins aircraft comm
equipment (tube-type, of course).  While I don't care to restore these, there are
some nice finds in them, particularly, some black tube shields.  I know we've
discussed tube shields to death, but I did find these somewhat interesting: there
are Collins shields (Collins is stamped on the top edge). I didn't know Collins
made any of these.  Anyone seen any of them before?

These shields are the "good" kind that have the ribbed "fingers" that contact the
glass and transfer the heat to the shield.  Another thing I found is the tube sockets
themselves have fins that contact the tube as well, transferring the heat from the
bottom of the tube to the shield.  I have one on the PTO where I figure it's needed
the most, but haven't installed any of the rest of them yet.

Are these shields "@@@RARE@@@"?  Can I start making retirement plans??  ;)
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 15 May 2000 13:02:33 -0400
From: tbigelow@pop.state.vt.us (Todd Bigelow - PS)
Subject: Re: [R-390] Nice find

Collins had developed these shields back in the late 50's, I think. One of their
product catalogs I have from back then explains the construction and materials
used. I guess the biggest discussion over shields has been whether they were
actually meant to shield at all, or just meant more as a device to hold the tubes in
place in a hostile enviornment. IERC came out with what are probably the best
shields available later on.

I did notice one shield in my R-388 has the sides cut away, apparently to let
the heat escape? I've seen this in other similar receivers, too.

Whether these shields could be considered 'rare' or not is open for debate.
Collins used them in a lot of their military and avionics gear after developing
them. There must be millions of them out there, it's just a matter of locating
them. And yes - you need those little fingers in the bottom of the socket
because a lot of heat builds up there which can cause failure through loss of
vacuum if the tube exceeds its limit around those pins.

While I'm sure some tubes do need shielding, I doubt the majority do, and
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perhaps leaving the shields off is the best choice. Someone mentioned seeing
some test results comparing different shields as well as the bare, unshielded
envelope. This would make for interesting reading. We do need to consider how
best to preserve and extend tube life, afterall.

I'm still trying to locate more IERC shields myself, occasionally I find the black
Collins type as well. I'd say hang onto them, you never know when they'll come
in handy - but I wouldn't plan a trip to the Bahamas based on selling them.
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 15 May 2000 12:21:42 -0500
From: "Jon & Valerie Oldenburg" <jonandvalerieoldenburg@worldnet.att.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Nice find

A list member posted a report on this late last year which found tube life
improved with the black IREC shields. Don't have it handy but it could be
found in the list archives. Jon KB9VFD
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 15 May 2000 17:36:05 EDT
From: Llgpt@aol.com
Subject: Re: [R-390] Nice find

<<Someone mentioned seeing some test results comparing different shields as
well as the bare, unshielded envelope. This would make for interesting reading.
We do need to consider how best to preserve and extend tube life, afterall.>>

Bill Kleronomos wrote an excellent article in ER several years ago, I'll look
it up and let you know which issue it was in.
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 15 May 2000 18:00:13 EDT
From: Llgpt@aol.com
Subject: Re: [R-390] Nice find

An article written by Bill Kleronomos KD0HG appeared in Electric Radio
Magazine, Number 66 October 1994. It is titled Electron Tube Survival Primer.
Bill covered everything from tube life vs envelope temperature, using shiny
tube shields, ierc shields, no shields, black JAN shields and black JAN shields with
windows. Also covered tube life vs heater voltage. A very extensive well written
article. And well worth reading.
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 15 May 2000 19:08:06 EDT
From: DCrespy@aol.com
Subject: re: [R-390] Nice find

Collins (and others) used them.  They are used in the KWM-2 transceivers and
others.  I find them as often at the swaps as the IERC shields.  My last 3 or
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4 came from another brand (non-Collins) tube type aircraft radio.    Obviously,
when you find the shield alone, the corrugated insert is normally inside the shield
but the corrugated socket insert is long gone.  So I'd hold on to those!

Harry  KG5LO   Saline MI
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 15 May 2000 19:11:13 +0000
From: "B.L.Williams" <B.L.WILLIAMS@prodigy.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Nice find

This was a long discussion a while back. There are three types of black shields that
I know of:

The plain black ones that slip over the tubes
The ones with 4 or 5 fingers only
The IERC ones with many, many little fingers

The IERC ones are best for dissipating heat. The other types make the tubes run
hotter than without shields. Chuck Rippel has a list of tubes that should be
shielded. I don't think he has all the reasons posted on the site, but he wrote a
pretty good list of reasons for each tube selected. He may have used just the
manuals, but I'm not sure anymore. It was several years ago when he wrote
about it. I think AES has IERC shields for around 1 or 1.5 bucks. If not them, then
it was Fair who listed them in a flyer.
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 15 May 2000 20:37:49 EDT
From: Llgpt@aol.com
Subject: Re: [R-390] Nice find

ER No. 66 October, 1994 Electron Tube Survival Primer written by Bill
Kleronomos KD0HG. This is the best article written on the subject of tube shields.
Covers test of shiny shields, black JAN shields, black JAN shields with windows,
bare tubes and IERC T6-1025H cooler tube shields. Also covered, tube life vs
heater voltage..tube life vs envelope temperature. As usual, Bill has written an
extensive article covering this subject.
Les Locklear
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 15 May 2000 21:24:02 -0500
From: "Jon & Valerie Oldenburg" <jonandvalerieoldenburg@worldnet.att.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Nice find

Heres the Info from Nolan last fall;     Date: Sat, 27 Nov 1999
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube cooling, life and shields

>5654/6AK5W, 200 tube random lots
>The 80% survival of this type was
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>750 hours @ 192 C
>1500 hours @ 125 C
>2000 hours @ 100 C

Interesting. Now I know why the 5654's in the R390A's go flat as fast as they do.
It appears that they aren't a "longlife" tube. Fortunately they'll still work well
even when they get weak.

>6005/6AQ5W
>Over 95% of the 6AQ5 survived 5000 hours of operation
>at an envelope temperature of 220 C, but at only 17 degrees
>hotter fewer than 70% survived even 2500 hours.

That's pretty interesting. I'd have never thought that that particular number
would have lasted that long in the tests. Thjey run very hot. Come to think of it,
the 6AQ5 is basically a 6V6 in a smaller package if I remember right.

>>220 C inside a shiny JAN tube shield
>190 C inside a black anodized JAN tube shield
>165 C inside a black JAN shield with ventilation slots
>150 C  bare bulb, no shield
> 82 C  inside an IERC T6-1025H shield/cooler

Wow! I'd have never believed that there would have been that much of a
difference in the temperature. There might be a five or six or more times
difference in tube life between the old shiny shields and the IERC's.

>The results of these life tests indicate a bare bulb is the way
>to go for reliability's sake, unless one uses the IERC coolers.
>Of course, electrical considerations often mandate
>the electrical isolation of a shield.

Agreed. It appears that this information must have been pretty well circulated at
the time and it's results considered in a favorable way. Just two years after it was
originally published, in the 1956 manual for the R390A, they recommended
removing the shields in the R390A on a number of the tubes to improve cooling
of the tubes.

>I once read a reference that around 1960, the shiny tube
>shields were removed from the military's QPL listings as a
>consequence of these earlier studies. This does not agree
>with my observation that many pieces of military gear from
>around that time are full of the shiny type of shields, so I don't
>know if this is really true.

I've also seen lots of gear that was built well into the mid 1960's that still had the
shiny shields. Plus a bunch of depot refurb'd gear that still used them. I have seen
a number of the shiny shields that had the black heat conductive inserts in them,
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too. Well, after all, it was the Govt. <grin> I guess that the right hand and the left
hand weren't always in sync. ;-)

I appreciate you posting the information Bill. Was there any information on
voltage regulator tubes and/or rectifiers in the original article?

thanks,
nolan
------------------------------

Date: Wed, 18 Oct 2000 18:17:18 -0400
From: Rod Murray <dw130@mediaone.net>
Subject: [R-390] Tube Shields

I have a Collins R-390A and was looking for some insight on tube shields.  In my
surfings I have read recommendations for IERC black tube shields but these seem
to be a little hard to find.  Are they really that much better than the chrome
shields?  I have also seen IERC tube shields that are not actually black but rather a
purpleish color.  Are these any good?  I would imagine that certain tubes such as
the 26Z5's get hotter than others.  Would it be more important to have the black
shields on tubes such as this?   Any thoughts would be appreciated.
------------------------------

Date: Wed, 18 Oct 2000 18:49:36 -0400
From: "Ed Tanton" <n4xy@att.net>
Subject: RE: [R-390] Tube Shields

Yes Rod. IERC shields are THE ones... with any black shield next.
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 19 Oct 2000 18:10:20 -0500
From: "Spencer Petri" <wa5jci@flash.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields

I spray paint my plated tube shields with high temp flat black paint. Works
pretty good.
------------------------------

Date: Wed, 18 Oct 2000 20:27:19 -0400
From: "Phil (VA3UX)" <phil@vaxxine.com>
Subject: [R-390] Tube Shields ??

Alright.  I've had enough.  I figured if I read enough of these posts about
different tube shields that I'd figure out what's going on with them.  But,
I haven't figured out anything.  To me a tube shield is a tube shield. SO, what's
the big deal with these IERC shields ?  What does IERC stand for ?
What distinguishes them from any of the other tube shields ? What tubes in the
R390A should have IERC shields and which ones shouldn't and why ?
I've only had a 390A for 16 years.  You expect me to know everything.
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------------------------------

Date: Wed, 18 Oct 2000 20:50:16 -0400
From: tbigelow@pop.state.vt.us (Todd Bigelow - PS)
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields

Yes, the IERC shields are the way to go, without a doubt. The shiney ones are
more like tube 'holders', and actually reflect heat back into the tube and cause
temps to rise higher than with no 'shield' at all.

This is an issue we've been through many, many times on here, so you
might find a lot of info in the archives. Personally, I like it each time this and other
'familiar' threads resurface, seems I learn something new each time.

There are a couple of other sources for info: once is Chuck Ripple's R-390 page
(sorry, I don't have the address handy) in which he gives the different sizes of the
IERC shields and which tubes they fit, as well as explaining which tubes actually
require a shield.

There is also a test report of sorts done by Bill Klernomos(sp?) if I remember
correctly, which compares the different temps measured on the tube envelopes
and which shields worked best at dissipating it. I know the IERC's are best,
followed by either the Collins black shields or the WPM's, can't recall which. The
main thing to make sure of is that the inner 'fingers' are present in these shields,
as without it they are basically useless. These fingers are a wrap around device
which contacts both the tube itself and the inside of the shielld, allowing heat to
transfer bewteen the two and air to circulate within as well.

If you're in a pinch and *must* use a shiney shield, at least spray the inside with
flat black paint - this will prevent some of the heat from being reflected back into
the tube.

Oh, the purplish IERCs are fine, probably just a difference in the manufacturing
process later on.

Hope this is of some help - I'm sure others can(and will) add a whole
lot more detail for you. I just know some of the basics. ;)
------------------------------

Date: Wed, 18 Oct 2000 18:52:11 -0600
From: Jordan Arndt <jordana@nucleus.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields ??

Here is a Re-post on the IERC tube shields.... I hope the list management
doesn't mind.... 73 de Jordan....

Date: Thu, 25 Nov 1999 18:38:02 -0700
From: "Bill, KD0HG" <klerosb@frii.com>
Subject: [R-390] Tube cooling, life and shields
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I've received several inquiries regarding my post here concerning
IERC tube shields and in response, here's a quick elaboration.
In ER #66 for October, '94, I described the results of a 1954 ARINC
[Aeronautical Radio, Inc] and GE tube life studies that were done using over
150,000 tubes of 20 different types.
I provided summaries and graphs of tube life vs. envelope temperature
for several representative tube types- here are a couple:

5654/6AK5W, 200 tube random lots
The 80% survival of this type was
750 hours @ 192 C
1500 hours @ 125 C
2000 hours @ 100 C

6005/6AQ5W
Over 95% of the 6AQ5 survived 5000 hours of operation at an envelope
temperature of 220 C, but at only 17 degrees hotter fewer than 70% survived
even 2500 hours.

Another chart in the article shows the measured envelope temperature of a
12BY7A dissipating 10 watts [including heater]. Under still air conditions, at room
temperature, worst to best,
>220 C inside a shiny JAN tube shield
190 C inside a black anodized JAN tube shield
165 C inside a black JAN shield with ventilation slots
150 C  bare bulb, no shield
 82 C  inside an IERC T6-1025H shield/cooler

The results of these life tests indicate a bare bulb is the way to go for reliability's
sake, unless one uses the IERC coolers. Of course, electrical considerations often
mandate the electrical isolation of a shield. I once read a reference that around
1960, the shiny tube shields were removed from the military's QPL listings as a
consequence of these earlier studies. This does not agree with my observation
that many pieces of military gear from around that time are full of the shiny type
of shields, so I don't know if this is really true. As of the article's press date in '94,
IERC was still in business and making tube shields and coolers. I don't know
about today.
IERC
135 W. Magnolia Blvd.
Burbank, CA 91507
------------------------------

Date: Wed, 18 Oct 2000 21:31:31 -0400 (EDT)
From: Norman Ryan <nryan@duke.edu>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields

Any hue of IERC tube shield is fine as long as the heat dissipating insert
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isn't missing.  What's so good about IERC's is that they carry heat off the tube
better than any other make.  There are other makes that come close, but IERC
made more of them.

WPM is another make with the heat dissipating insert, not as sturdy, but they're
OK.  I take a taper reamer to them to curl the top down into the shell so as to
enlarge the opening.  Idea is to increase heat convection out of the tube.

The shiny variety sometimes come with heat dissipating inserts but they are not
as efficient.  To improve them, take out the insert, use masking tape, and spray
flat black paint inside the shield.  If the insert also is shiny, paint it separately.  Any
good quality spray paint is OK --Krylon, Rustoleum-- just make sure it's flat black
and not glossy or even matte.

Avoid shiny tube shields that come without inserts.  They make tubes run hotter
which defeats heat dissipation.  I'm not sure the R-390* tubes (with the exception
of the oscillator tubes including PTO) need electromagnetic shielding as such.  I
use IERC tube shields primarily for extending tube life.  Yes, if you have limited
numbers of shields, use them on the hottest running tubes first such as the
26Z5W's and the other tubes under the receiver.
------------------------------

Date: Wed, 18 Oct 2000 21:37:42 -0400 (EDT)
From: Norman Ryan <nryan@duke.edu>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields ??

IERC are still in business, but I believe our beloved tube shields are out
of production.  Nowadays they make mostly heat sinks for things like CPU
chips.  :-(   Someone on the list wrote IERC and, I think, got a reply to the effect
that a huge order would have to be placed.
-----------------------------------------------------------

Date: Wed, 18 Oct 2000 20:19:02 -0700
From: Ed Zeranski <ezeran@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields ??

Ok, the IERC shields were designed as heat radiators while the regular JAN
units shielded the tube but were a close at hand heat sink rather than a  radiator.
I'll have to dig through older, '60s, advertising and product  data to get a
bibliography of the data. It does exist. From what I read there was a lot of study
at the time on extending tube life. Can't remember what IERC stood for but am
damn sure I can dig it out of old QST, IRE Proceedings, etc. If you have access to
old QSTs from the '60s check out the ads...IERC 'be' there.
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 19 Oct 2000 00:38:30 -0400
From: twleiper@juno.com
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields... Who needs them??
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You want to talk about a unit you can broil a steak on, try either my CV-116 or
CV-157 converters. The CV-116 has about fifty tubes in less than two square feet
of area. Even a CV-591 will get hotter than one would think is possible, or even
logical. Like all the stuff in the racks, I pop off all covers and shields. An old 8K
BTU air conditioner has been modified (front panel discarded and replaced with
"improved" version that interfaces to 10" flexible duct for inlet and outlet. These
ducts go to the top of the two rack cabinets, which are bolted together but
communicate freely between them in the bottom three feet.
So the cold air comes in the top of the left cabinet goes down, over and up out the
right cabinet and back to the AC. A few other well placed muffin fans within the
cabinets assure good cooling of hot spots, such as the converters. In the winter
when the RH is low, I open the "vent" on the AC and that is enough to keep
things cool but still retain enough heat to keep the shack warm. If I need to warm
up quickly, I fire up the T-3 and pound it into a 1KW Bird dummy load for ten
minutes.  It's so much fun doing things the hard way.
------------------------------

Date: Wed, 18 Oct 2000 22:04:13 -0700
From: "Wayne Rothermich" <rother@impulse.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields ??

IERC stands for International Electronic Research Corporation.
They're still around, are now a division of CTS Corporation, and are located in
Burbank, California.

www.ctscorp.com/ierc/

I wonder if they still make vacuum tube shields (and what they cost if they do).
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 19 Oct 2000 08:16:05 -0400
From: "Barry Hauser" <barry@hausernet.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields ??

One of these days, we ought to pull together all of the tube shield intelligence into
one FAQ -- maybe put it in the Y2K manual, among other places.

Aside from electrical shielding, the main purpose of the original bayonet
mount, shiney shields with the spring on top was to keep the tubes in their
sockets, both during shipment and when the 16 inch guns were firing.  If
you're not in the habit of running off a few salvos, then ...

There are several different styles of the IERC's.  Probably the nicest looking are
the ones made of seamless aluminum tubing with a narrow formed edge at the
top and the "fingerstock" type insert.  The inside bottom surfaces are usually
machined and shiny to make good thermal contact with the socket base.  But, I've
seen some that are formed of rolled and staked aluminum sheet.  Usually these
don't have a formed or rolled top edge, but just a few tabs to hold the insert in
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place.  Quite a few IERC's have the flat hex or five sided insert in common with
the WPM's.

There are also a few open style IERC shieds that favor ventilation over electrical
shielding.  I believe most, if not all, have a different style mount.

Jordan just reposted something from Bill K. about life expectancies of tubes
at different temperatures.  There was another post in the archives about the
temperatures of some tubes with the various types of shields as well as no
shields.

More recently there was a thread about the composition of the inserts - a
berylium alloy.  Upshot of that was difficult to find and bad to eat.

But let me ask y'all this (just back from N'Orlins):  If water cooled is better for 30
cal machine guns (as clearly demonstrated on the History Channel), then ....?
------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Thu, 19 Oct 2000 09:06:28 -0400
From: rbussier@lexmark.com
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields

Same here, but don't forget to paint the inside too!!.
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 19 Oct 2000 09:25:50 -0400
From: Roy Morgan <roy.morgan@nist.gov>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields ??

THANKS for reposting real numers.

>IERC was still in business ........
They are in business.  I can't tell if they still make tube shields:

http://www.ctscorp.com/ierc/index.html
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 19 Oct 2000 10:17:38 -0400
From: "AI2Q Alex" <ai2q@ispchannel.com>
Subject: RE: [R-390] Tube Shields ??

With the ongoing discussion of IERC shields, I thought I'd drop my two-cents
worth in. I have a few of these black shields on an old homebrew
W2JAV/W0HZR RTTY TU I built many years ago. The ones I used back then
(1960) were part of a mating tube socket. The shield is held down by a number of
keys or tabs at the base. These twist-lock into the mating socket assembly.
So, if you place IERC shields on R-390A tubes, how are they retained (or are
they designed as a retrofit that doesn't need socket retention)? It seems to me
that using shields that simply sit on the tubes will help dissipate heat, but may not
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provide any electrical shielding. Also, for the purists among you, won't they look
kinda weird in your R-390A?
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 19 Oct 2000 09:56:47 -0500
From: "David Wendt" <dwendt@electrocam.com>
Subject: [R-390] tube shield treatment

I would be very very careful about doing the treatment mentioned below to
tube shields. The plating is either zinc or cadmium. I am not sure which (both
may have been used actually) and both are very unhealthy when vaporized. The
zinc fumes will cause what was sometimes called "welders chills". It poisons the
nervous system and was first noticed in people welding galvanized steel. I don't
know the problems that the vaporized cadmium will cause, but it is not good.
There are real public health reasons why cadmium is now only used on military
stuff and even banned in Europe. Cadmium plating on steel is great stuff. It is 10
to 20 times more effective than zinc against rust and used to be used a lot. It is the
health and environment hazards that keep it from being used now.
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 19 Oct 2000 10:03:55 -0700
From: "Roger L Ruszkowski" <rlruszkowski@west.raytheon.com>
Subject: RE: [R-390] Tube Shields N+1

The IERC shields used on the R390's have a bottom end that mates with the
existing socket mount on the R390's Some look like the bayonet twist lock of the
stock shield. Some have a short split and a hole that slips over the lock dimples on
the socket shield skirt. The slip on ones are best. The fingers inside make twisting
to lock almost impossible. It seems to me that using shields that simply sit on the
tubes will help dissipate heat, but may not provide any electrical shielding.  This
could be true. Also, for the purists among you, won't they look kinda weird in
your R-390A? Yea and so does no ballast tube. and so does solid state 26Z5's. And
so does micro dials. And so does black front panels. And so does blah blah blah.

In our application tube shields should do two things for us. First and for most is
move the heat away from the tubes. Cooler tubes are less noisy and longer lived.
Second is provide isolation. If your receiver is enclosed in a cabinet or into a
shielded operating room then the tube shield only serves to limit RF from other
Radio circuits in the receiver or other circuits within the
cabinet or room.

Yes shields do help. The 6DC6, PTO, BFO, 6C4 mixers and 5654 (6AK5)
crystal oscillators tubes should be covered in this order. In a small operation no
cover is better than a bad cover.

If you have good covers use them for longer tube life and less tube noise. Cover
from the antenna to the audio as you can collect the shields.
------------------------------
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Date: Thu, 19 Oct 2000 12:23:43 -0600 (MDT)
From: Richard Loken <richardlo@devax.admin.athabascau.ca>
Subject: [R-390] heat conducting tube shields: a modest proposal

Regarding heat conducting tube shields. Some McIntosh tuners and receivers
used black heat conducting tube shields. Picture this: we start buying Mac tuners
and stripping out the 12AX7 Bugleboys and the tube shields and landfilling the
carcasses.  But yet: start a thread on wreck.audio.high-end.tube that the ham
radio community is buying and  stripping Mac tuners just so we can all watch the
fireworks. Now don't get me wrong, I love McIntosh audio gear and would
never do such a thing but it would be oh so poetic!
-------------------------------

Date: Thu, 19 Oct 2000 14:48:51 -0400
From: tbigelow@pop.state.vt.us (Todd Bigelow - PS)
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields ??

First, thanks for mentioning the tube 'holder' function, that was one of the
points I thought of after posting last night. I'm not saying that this was the
explicit decision behind making the shiney holders to start with, but it makes a lot
more sense than any heat-dissipating function. As well, I'm sure they do
shield out(or keep in) stray RF.

As far as water-cooled, this has been around for many years in the broadcast
industry for the 'big boys'. Not sure how practical or cost-effective it would
be on the scale we require, but it might be fun to try. ;)

I do also recall seeing a posting where someone had actual temperatures of tube
envelopes in all typs of shields as well as naked. Maybe I'm wrong and it was just
the data that Bill had fowarded previously.

BTW, I went through my ER library last night and found volume #66 - it
definitely makes for interesting reading. For those who do not subscribe to
Electric Radio, I cannot stress wnough what a fabulous magazine this is. The
information is priceless, far more than you'll ever find in a library(probably
due to the fact that most of this knowledge is still carried around in the minds
of the contributers, not in print except in ER). I was a late-comer and ended up
subscribing in the mid-90's, but! I bought the 'box set' of back issues. I had a
great time for months reading through them. As I said, a lot of useful
information not just about specific radios/transmitters, but in general. And
talk about R-39** info.....!

Other than being a VERY happy subscriber, I have no connection with ER - but I
wish I did. ;)
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 19 Oct 2000 15:00:30 -0400
From: tbigelow@pop.state.vt.us (Todd Bigelow - PS)
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields ??
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They not only should have a base, but the correct bases had these little strips
of finger-like material in them as well, to conduct heat away from the tube
bases and pins. Try finding those if you really want to have fun. ;) The IERCs
just clip down over the bases of the old twist-lock types.

I have no doubt the IERC shields will have some heat-sinking effect even on
tubes without a base socket - however, I'm not sure just how well or how much.
The article that Bill sent to ER in '94 makes mention of this as well.

As far as how they look inside of an R-390? Well, the one's I've seen look
pretty nice. With those gray transformers, aluminum covers, alodined(anodized?)
parts and such, the IERCs look very....industrial and tuff.
;) Even my SX-115, which had all of the gold-colored shields to match the
chassis(that 'a' word again) looks great with 'em. I feel a lot better having
them in there, too.

The best part is, this is one 'mod' that not only works, but is VERY easily
reversed, should you ever wish to display your rig as 'authentic' with the
shiney shields(holders). No soldering required.
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 19 Oct 2000 14:24:03 -0500
From: "Scott, Barry (Clyde B)" <cbscott@ingr.com>
Subject: RE: [R-390] Tube Shields ??

I found some of those little strips of finger-like material in some old Collins
aircraft radios someone gave me.  Those things do a terrific job of wicking the
heat to the chassis. On the tubes I have those installed in (I didn't have enough for
all the tubes), I can grab the tubes with my bare fingers after they've sufficiently
warmed up.  If I try that on the same tubes without the fingers, they're almost
too hot to handle, scientific proof positive that they work.  ;) The combination of
IERC or WPM shields with fingers and these little strips are very effective.
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 19 Oct 2000 14:44:04 -0500
From: "Terry O'Laughlin" <terryo@wort-fm.terracom.net>
Subject: [R-390] heat conducting tube shields

I have seen several varietys of heat conducting tube shields in addition to
the IERC.  On Fender guitar amps, I have seen heat sink tube shields that were a
coreless toroid of brass spring wire.  Difficult to describe, but a simple
concept.  The tube went in the open center and the loops of wire carried
the heat out.   On some military gear I have seen round finned aluminum
extrusions that were slotted down one side and slipped down over the tubes.  I
saw a few on 9 pin tubes and I have many from nuvitors.  I would not have
imagine you could do this to a glass tube without cracking it, but they apparently
worked.
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I have also seen (once) a copper sleeve with fins sweated around the outside that
was held over the tube with springs.  They were sprayed matte black and were
ugly as homemade sin but they worked well on the 6CA7/EL-34 with their
tubular shape.

I also purchased 7 military pressurized 225-400 MHz AM transmitters that had a
modulator with P-P 2E26s in a nifty cast aluminum heat sink that also bolted
down to the chassis as a retainer and transmitted the heat to a heat exchanger in
the base of the radio.  (to get heat out of a completely air tight box).

Lurking, out there, are other unknown designs...
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 21 Oct 2000 10:56:32 -0500
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields... Who needs them??

At 12:38 AM 10/19/00 -0400, you wrote:

>You want to talk about a unit you can broil a steak on, try either
>my CV-116 or CV-157 converters. The CV-116 has about fifty
>tubes in less than two square feet of area.

Been there and done that. Even with its cooling fan the CV-116 ran very very hot.
I guess the fact that it needed five rectifier tubes should have clued me in. <grin>
They were cramped and tedious to work on, too. I retired and scrapped the last
one a year or two ago. All of the ones I've had all had blacked tube shields. I don't
think that they were the type with inserts, just black paint.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 21 Oct 2000 11:39:13 -0500
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: [R-390] water cooled tubes/tube shields

Realistically, water cooling something like a single straight walled 5749/6BA6W
wouldn't be that much of a problem. You could build the fitting easy enough. A
piece of copper or brass thin wall rigid tubing that fit loosely around the tube
would be the basis. Cap one end and add a 1/16" nipple made out of brass tubing
to the center. Add another one maybe a third of the way
up from the large opening. Slip it over the tube and add a bead of silicon. If the
wall thickness of the tubing was sufficient you could machine a groove and use an
o ring instead along with a stop. Don't forget that the inlet and outlet of each of
these would be opposite for the tubes located on the underside of the R-390A.

I'd use distilled water to kill the chance of shorts in the event of a leak. It'd be an
evil sombitch to do the plumbing in something like an R-390A though.

In addition to the cramped area to work in, you'd probably want to plumb them
in series/parallel to keep the last tube in line from running hotter than the others.
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With the small diameter of the cooling coils and the length of the interconnecting
tubing, I don't think that I'd rely on a thermosyphon system. You'd have to use a
pump.

An easier solution might be to use the IERC fingered shields as the basis. Simply
tightly wrap the outside of each shield with however many turns of thin walled
copper or brass tubing. Then secure the tubing to the shield with one of the heat
conductive epoxies that's loaded with metal particles and then interconnect all of
the shields with clear plastic tubing.

If you could manage bending aluminum tubing to such a small radius, it could be
tig welded to the shield about every eighth turn and then you could skip the
epoxy. Come to think of it, you could probably acetylene weld the copper tubing
to the aluminum tube shield using a zinc filler rod. They work pretty well for
aluminum and should adhere to copper well too.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 21 Oct 2000 11:52:16 -0500
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields ??

They were used on some tubes in the T-195's. I have them installed in a few of the
tube sockets in my EAC. Namely, the PTO tube, the 3TF7, and the 26Z5W's and a
few others that I don't remember. I wish I had more of them.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 21 Oct 2000 11:56:06 -0500
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: RE: [R-390] Tube Shields ??

>I found some of those little strips of finger-like material .............

Yep, they do. They came in two lengths. One for the 7 pin tubes and one for the 9
pin tubes. I'd love to find a roll of the stuff some- where. Come to think of it,
have you seen any rf shielding type finger stock where the finders run long ways
like the inserts?      nolan
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 21 Oct 2000 12:00:28 -0500
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] heat conducting tube shields

At 02:44 PM 10/19/00 -0500, you wrote:

>........round finned aluminum extrusions that were slotted down one side and
slipped down over the tubes.  I saw a few on 9 pin tubes and I have many from
nuvitors.
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Some of the slip on transistor heat sinks will fit the nuvistors. I like the extruded
ones made like a closed "C". One of the fellas here in the list turned me onto that a
couple of years ago.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 21 Oct 2000 12:55:57 -0400
From: Rod Murray <dw130@mediaone.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields ??

$urplus $ales of Nebraska has them for about $5 each!
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 21 Oct 2000 12:05:56 -0500
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] heat conducting tube shields: a modest proposal

A while back over the period of a few weeks I watched several old 5xx series Tek
scopes auctioned off on Ebay that were ALL missing ALL of the tubes except the
CRT's. I never though to check the other auctions the guy was doing to see if he
was listing the tubes. ;-(  About the only thing the Tek's would be good for it
parts with all of the tubes missing. Having to re calibrate the beast wouldn't be
that much of a problem. Digging up 50 to 100 low noise tubes would be. Not to
mention the matched pairs. ;-( Bummer, huh?
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 21 Oct 2000 12:10:47 -0400
From: tbigelow@pop.state.vt.us (Todd Bigelow - PS)
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields ??

This is something we could all benefit from, and by the looks of the ones I have
here, they should be easy to make, provided you could find the proper material.
All mine are is a strip of springy aluminum or other light metal, perhaps
alodined(maybe not necessary?), with little blocks stamped out on 3 of 4 sides,
the last acting as a hinge of sorts to hold it onto the strip, while also pushing it out
to contact the base.  There must be a way to get ahold of this stuff...stamp out a
100' reel and then just shear it length.  We must have some machinist-types with
access to the materials. I'll by a chunk, I promise...
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 21 Oct 2000 13:46:04 -0400
From: "Barry Hauser" <barry@hausernet.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields ??

If what you're referring to is the insert in the IERC shields or bases, I believe
someone on the list determined that the metal is some kind of berylium alloy.
Another list member mentioned that IERC would have to have a pretty big order
to do a production run of shields, but maybe they can crank out some inserts.
The ones it sounds like your describing are basically a perforated piece of thin
flexible metal just rolled up and stuffed into the shields -- as distinct from the five
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sided ones without stamped "fingers". Thread left off that, along with meter
needles and scales, tranformer bug juice and cadmium oxide corrosion, you
shouldn't eat your tube shields due to the highly poisonous nature of the
berylium.  Also not a good idea to sand or grind the things.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 21 Oct 2000 14:19:48 -0400
From: "Mike Feher" <n4fs@monmouth.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] heat conducting tube shields: a modest proposal

I have several of the large variety Tek (5XX) scopes in my 2000 sq. feet basement.
I am able barely move around in the basement now as it is a true obstacle course
made up of radios and test gear. I just got rid of about 40 pieces of Hallicrafters
stuff including about 12 SX-28 types and you cannot even tell the difference. What
do you recommend I do with the scopes? No way am I putting them on ebay or
taking them to a hamfest, too big and heavy and relatively worthless except as
for heaters in the winter. I am sentimental as well as I used these types exclusively
in the 60's. I would give them away if some one came to get them. Barring that, I
am going to wind up stripping them and trashing the carcass. I have about
150,000 tubes but I guess I could pull those if they have value. That is, unless you
have something better to suggest. I hate to do it but I am hurting for space. And,
of course, I cannot store them in my 2 car garage either as we have not had any
cars in there in about 8 years. 73 - Mike

Mike B. Feher, N4FS
89 Arnold Blvd.
Howell NJ, 07731
(732) 901-9193
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 21 Oct 2000 14:32:21 EDT
From: Llgpt@aol.com
Subject: [R-390] IERC Tube Shields, prices and availability

A few years ago, Rick Mish of Miltronix contacted IERC in Burbank, California
regarding a large purchase of the IERC tube shields. He was given an exorbitant
price for start up costs etc. In the end, the  price for each tube shield would have
been $ 8.50 ea. !!!!!!!!! Rick had estimated that he would have to order somewhere
in the neighborhood of 500,000 tube shields to get the price right.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 21 Oct 2000 13:38:27 -0500
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: [R-390] tube/receiver life (17.6K hours)

I just turned off my '67 EAC R-390A...it's ran long enough for now. It's going to
take me a while before I can get used to seeing a darkened dial in that rack.
All of this talk about tube life and heat shields etc. just made me realize that it's
been a week more than two years since I powered up my '67 EAC after I put it
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back together. That's 17,640 hours of 24/7 operation since October 13th of 1998.
Oops, better add a day in there, we just had a leap year. <grin> Damn, time sure
flies, huh? In that time frame it's been setting here in the shop running around
the clock while experiencing ambient temperatures from below freezing to well
over 100 degrees. I've had two problems with it. I slid it out of the rack after the
first thirteen months to correct what I had thought was an AGC problem where it
seemed to overload easily. This problem was corrected by the replacement of
four tubes. A 5654 (weak), a 5814A (gassy and could have been fixed) a 6DC6
(weak), and a 6C4W (weak). Other than the two rectifiers and the voltage
regulator tube, these were the original 1968 date stamped tubes that were in the
set when it was built. All of them tested OK when I checked them. I replace the
rectifiers and the regulator because of previous bad experiences with those tube
numbers. Two months ago, it died due to an open filament in the 6DC6 while I
was sitting here listening to it. A new tube fixed it while the body was still warm.
Right now, it works fine and exhibits zero problems. But, I suspect that I'll end up
replacing a number of tubes in it. Probably every thing except the 3TF7. As high a
mileage as they are I'd be paranoid of them even if they tested OK. Hell, the
thermal shock of powering if back up might fry half of them with my luck. ;-( I
attribute this long life to several things. The and primary one was the
replacement of all of the paper capacitors in the receiver. In 25 years of messing
with R-390A's, this is the first one that I've had for any length of time that didn't
have a cap shorting and taking something with it or having to spend hours and
hours troubleshooting some obscure problem that is almost always caused by a
bum cap. Come to think of it, I might have been the first person to even consider
replacing all of the paper caps in one. <grin> I think I just dislocated my shoulder
patting myself on the back. ;-) The second is that I used heat conductive shields on
all of the tubes. The set had all of the original WPM black shields with the inserts
when I got it. I replaced the ones on the rectifiers and the 3TF7 with extra tall NOS
IERC shields and added the conductive base inserts to some of the "critical" tube
sockets. And no, In 25 years I have NEVER had a 3TF7 fail. The only replacements
I've used were for sets that had missing ones or they were bad when I received
the set. Running it on a variac at 115 volts probably had a lot to do with it too. My
normal line voltage here is 125 volts. On a side note, the use of the Mobil-1
synthetic motor oil for the primary lubricant has proven to be a winner. It's easier
to tune today than it was two years ago. I spent a hell of a lot more time checking
everything when I put it back together than I probably needed to. But all in all, it
was well worth it to me and I think that it was effort well spend. For what it's
worth, I just checked the log on one of the R-1051B's and it's been running 24/7
since October 8, 1996. That's well over 35,000 hours. I cheat on them though and
replace both of the tubes in each one every 6 months without even bothering to
check them.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 21 Oct 2000 13:47:46 -0500
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields ??

At 12:10 PM 10/21/00 -0400, you wrote:
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>This is something we could all benefit from, and by the looks of the
>ones I have here, they should be easy to make, provided you could find
>the proper material. All mine are is a strip of springy aluminum or
>other light metal, perhaps alodined(maybe not necessary?), with little
>blocks stamped out on 3 of 4 sides, the last acting as a hinge of sorts
>to hold it onto the strip, while also pushing it out to contact the
>base.

I think that the ones I have are beryllium copper. Regular copper might work
OK. It isn't nearly as springy though. ;-(

>There must be a way to get ahold of this stuff...stamp out a 100' reel
>and then just shear it length.  We must have some machinist-types with
>access to the materials. I'll by a chunk, I promise...

It could be sold in three foot lengths with just the cuts for the fingers. The end
user could "cut it to fit" as far as the length is concerned and bend each of the
fingers out. Ideas?
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 21 Oct 2000 15:50:24 -0400
From: "Wm. L. Townsend" <wlt@tesnet.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields ??

How about brass shim stock? It's fairly springy if it's thick enough and I think
you can get it in rolls - at least, you can get it in fairly large sheets and it's cheap
and not too hard to cut. If brass won't work you could use stainless. Its heat
properties aren't as good as brass, but it probably would still work pretty well.
Cutting it would be a little more difficult, but it's pretty springy in thin pieces.
What's needed here is for somebody with a machine shop to make up a set of
dies to punch out the little finger things. Once that's done, you could crank the
stuff out by the pound. Probably some money to be made there...
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 21 Oct 2000 20:41:50 -0400
From: tbigelow@pop.state.vt.us (Todd Bigelow - PS)
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields ??

Actually, I recall the issue of IERC cranking up to produce shields again - such a
shame, too. The pieces I was referring to are the small strips used int the actual
base the holds the shield in place, these are small pieces just over º inch wide or
so, with small, square, 'kick outs' stamped along them to contact the tube base
and sink the heat away, as well as probably contributing to convection cooling. I
would think these would be a whiz to make for someone familiar with the
process and materials. These strips didn't look like the berylium oxide sleeves
used in the shields, more like an anodized stip of aluminum or such.

I just discovered them in the last year or so, make me wonder now how much
junk I never checked before tossing, to see if these guys where
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hiding in the bases....ugh.
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 26 Oct 2000 19:00:03 -0600
From: Jordan Arndt <jordana@nucleus.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] yellow caps?

Hi all the Siemens 630 volt caps have about 1/4 the body mass of the same
value OD cap... they have excellent characterisitics.. I use them wherever I
need a .033 uf cap in my 390As...

The IERC type finger tube base insert box reads:

10EP
48986
Insert,Shield,Electron Tube
U/W JAN Type TS-102U01 electron tube shield ( no Collins Pt# )
Patent 568170
Qty. 10
Method III
Packed /19xx
CD. 775338/0869/600-75-73-661
DDP Serial 2-PE-8-869
these measure 13/16" h x 2 7/16" l

The large shield for the removable shield reads:

10EP
48990
5960 00 519 6885 ( Collins Pt# ? )
Insert,Shield,Electron Tube
U/W JAN Type TS-103U02 electron tube shield
Patent 568170
Qty. 10
Method III
Packed /19xx
CD. 775338/0869/600-75-73-661
DDP Serial 2-PE-8-869

These measure 1 1/2" h x 2 7/8" l

There is probably other sizes, but these are the type that I use when I don't
use IERC or WPM type shields ( in other words almost never !!! )
If you find them grab them, cuz they ain't gonna get any easier to find...!!!
------------------------------

Date: Fri, 19 Jan 2001 19:14:12 +0100
From: Kurt Brandstetter <kurt.brandstetter@teleweb.at>
Subject: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question
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I use IERC tube shields for all tubes in my R-390A, but not for the 3TF7. This tube
I use without a tube shield. Is this ok or should I also use an IERC tube shield for
the 3TF7 ? I have one in my box. Please give me a short info !
------------------------------

Date: Fri, 19 Jan 2001 13:23:59 -0600
From: "Dr. Gerald N. Johnson, electrical engineer" <geraldj@ames.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question

The 3TF7 only needs a tube shield in battleship service. Then only to hold the
tubes in the socket when the big guns are fired. Perhaps in mobile van service,
but rarely in domestic residential service unless directly over an active
earthquake fault, and then tube shields may not prevent the falling structure
from crushing tube and tube shield.
------------------------------

Date: Fri, 19 Jan 2001 13:51:10 -0800
From: jan@skirrow.org
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question

Perhaps. But this is the one tube in the R-390A that I'd be inclined to put  a decent
shield on. Reason? It sticks up a long way, is fragile and made of pure
unobtanium, and it attracts stray screwdrivers, pliers and the techies hands. You
can always take the shield off when you're finished working on the radio - and
then drop a screwdriver down inside, smashing your 3TF7 (last one of course) as
you juggle the R-390A with one hand and a knee - trying to get it back into the
rack. If it's not in a rack, and has no covers - leave the shield in place.Of course -
in an earthquake the 3TF7 will be the last thing you'll be
worried about ;:>)
------------------------------
Date: Fri, 19 Jan 2001 21:48:42 -0000
From: "Fraser Bonnett" <fraserb5@home.com>
Subject: [R-390] Tube Shields?

With all this talk about IERC tube shields ... just what is the purpose of
a tube shield?
------------------------------

Date: Fri, 19 Jan 2001 16:52:11 -0500
From: tbigelow@pop.state.vt.us (Todd Bigelow - PS)
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question

I'm not so sure the IERC shields were even meant to hold the tubes in, they
have split sides which open to a small hole where the dimples are located on the
side of the tube shield base. A shock strong enough to dislodge a tube would
mot likely remove the IERC shield as well. The older 'shiney' shields had a
bayonet mount which would be much more secure.My guess is that the IERC
types were more intended for heat dissipation, perhaps RF shielding as well. My
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approach is more one of using a shield if there was a sheild, but only to aid in
removing heat from the envelope. Of course, some tunes also require RF
shielding, a side benefit of the IERC sheilds. I'm still trying to find the taller IERC
5025 and 6025 sizes, is there a source for these out there?
------------------------------

Date: Fri, 19 Jan 2001 16:45:47 -0600
From: "Dr. Gerald N. Johnson, electrical engineer" <geraldj@ames.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question

Good point. I was thinking only of the need for electrical shielding. I find racking
heavy gear is far easier when there's support rails for the chassis, or when I
insert the bottom two panel screws from the back and put flat washers and nuts
on the front. Chrome plated acorn nuts look nice. There's been discussion here
about how hanging a 390(a) by the panel alone upsets shaft alignments also, that
because of that it should be supported by rails or a shelf (though the shelf
impedes cooling).
------------------------------

Date: Fri, 19 Jan 2001 16:45:50 -0600
From: "Dr. Gerald N. Johnson, electrical engineer" <geraldj@ames.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question

There is some latching to the slotted IERC tube shields. Though they might not
hold as snuggly as the bayonet ovens. I recall the IERC a pain to remove so they
can hold fairly well.
------------------------------

Date: Fri, 19 Jan 2001 17:00:11 -0600
From: "Dr. Gerald N. Johnson, electrical engineer" <geraldj@ames.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields?

Two major functions. Help hold the tube in the socket, and then to provide a
barrier to unwanted electrostatic field coupling in and out of the tubes. Some
small RF tubes (like the 6BA6) have internal shielding around the works, but still
the ends of the tube elements are exposed above and below the shield along
with the leads to the base. Shielded tube sockets hide those exposed base leads
from their neighbors. When you have gain stages, the phase is inverted in each
stage, so the output of the second stage is IN PHASE with the input to the first
stage and stray coupling from poor layout or inadequately shielded tubes is ripe
for oscillation. In phase is crucial.

The IERC tube shields also help cool the tube by contacting the glass with black
phosphor bronze fingers that cool the glass by contact and since they are black
by accepting heat radiated from the tubes.

Shiny tube shields with a bayonet lock do hold the tubes in, and do the
electrostatic shielding, but tend to reflect radiated heat back to the tubes, causing
shortened tube lifetimes.
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Secondarily the tube shields can protect the tubes from falling tools, heavy
handed technicians, and flying debris as Jan pointed out.
------------------------------

Date: Fri, 19 Jan 2001 19:00:25 -0500
From: "Barry Hauser" <barry@hausernet.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question

There are good heat dissipating non-IERC shields -- black bayonet types with
the magic corrugated heat sinks in them.  Some are shiny, but the heat sinks
are flat black.  So, if you're concerned about earthquakes, there ya' go. Actually,
to protect against earthquake damage and injury, what you need is
about 120 running feet  of sturdy rack cabinets filled to the brim with R-390x's
and SSB converters, etc. with extra bracing at the backs.  Arrange in a rectangle
with about 8 foot square space in the middle and a small opening to walk in.
Run a dozen and a half two by sixes over the top and secure.  In the event of an
earthquake, dive into shack and hold onto the rack handles really tight.  Tornado
protection would require a welded I-beam and football uniform upgrade,
available at additional cost.
------------------------------

Date: Fri, 19 Jan 2001 21:55:38 -0500
From: Al Solway <beral@videotron.ca>
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question

Back in the early 60s I was a Canadian Airfare Radar Tech working on long
range search radar. Tube shields especially those black little @#$%& were a pain
in the butt. Imagine an equipment rack with say one of the 30Mhz IF strips
giving poor MDS. The usual fix was to start replacing tubes. Each of those tubes
had one of those little black tube shields that were just about impossible to get
off. Now each rack was on drawer slides that only allowed the rack to come 2/3s
of the way out. Reaching in to get that last tube in the strip was a real B. Usually
resulting in burnt fingers and skinned knuckles as the tube let loose and your
hand banged up against the cabinet top. A lot of those tubes went back in less
the shield. What I wouldn't give today for a couple dozen  of those little black
@#$%& that were thrown over the cliff in
back of the radar tower.

Question: Which tubes is it necessary to put the shiny tube shields on.
            Is there a source for the IERC shields.
------------------------------

Date: Fri, 19 Jan 2001 21:16:28 -0600
From: "Dr. Gerald N. Johnson, electrical engineer" <geraldj@ames.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question

Ideally no tubes should be abused by the shiny tube shields. They lead to
shortened tube life because they tend to make the tubes operate at a higher
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temperature that leads to more rapid seal deterioration. I'd think that the most
important tubes needing shielding, for RF shielding sake, would be the RF and IF
tubes, especially the later IF stages. It might be debated whether the external
shields helped the 6AK5 sized tubes significantly.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 20 Jan 2001 07:55:30 -0500
From: "Walter Wilson" <wewilson@knology.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question

> I'd think that the most important tubes needing shielding for RF...........

An article in Hollow State News (issue 5 page 3, or HSN reprints page 3)
says that tube shields are needed only on V201, V206, V505, and V701.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 20 Jan 2001 15:31:53 -0600
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question

Doc, I suspect that using the IERC type tube shield on the 3TF7 will extend its life.
I'm running one of the extra tall ones on mine. It extends about 3/4 of an inch or
so above the pip on the envelope.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 20 Jan 2001 15:26:55 -0600
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question

>I use IERC tube shields for all tubes in my R-390A, but not for the
>3TF7. This tube I use without a tube shield. Is this ok or should I also
>use an IERC tube shield for the 3TF7 ? I have one in my box.

Use it. The cooler it runs, the longer the thing lasts.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 20 Jan 2001 15:34:05 -0600
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields?

The primary purpose of the IERC type is to lower the envelope temperature and
increase the life of the tube. It's been well documented and it works.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 20 Jan 2001 15:37:02 -0600
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question
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Damn good point, Jan. In the unlikely event that cooling the tube didn't improve
life, projecting it from accidental mechanical damage alone makes the use of the
tube shield a good idea.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 20 Jan 2001 15:57:09 -0600
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields?

I had thought that they were phosphor bronze myself for years. I scored copies
on the patents on them a couple of weeks ago along with a sales sheet from
about 1966 and as it turns out, the finger material is made of beryllium copper
that's coated black cadmium. It'd probably be a good idea to wash your hands
after handling them before eating. ;-(
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 20 Jan 2001 16:10:16 -0600
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question

>Why, you ask?  The tube shield will cause the 3TF7 to run cooler, thus the
>resistance will drop slightly and the voltage out to the filaments will be
>higher.  The tubes connected to the ballast will last longer if their
>filaments do not operate at voltage higher than normal.

I doubt that the amount would be noticeable. According to a chart done by
Amperite, their ballast tubes will hold within approximately 2% over the
temperature range of -50 to +85 degrees centigrade. That would mean that the
change of 300 ma would be in the range of 297 ma to 303 ma. If anyone cares to
do the math, I'd be curious as the swing in the tube filament voltage this would
translate into. I suspect that it isn't much.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 20 Jan 2001 17:52:07 -0500
From: "Barry Hauser" <barry@hausernet.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields?

There are at least three types of heat sink liners I've seen, and probably you too
-- The "finger" ones as you mention, but also the five flat-sided ones (not as good
I think) and the corrugated ones that look a bit like this: Z/Z/Z/Z/Z/Z/Z/
(from the edge -- oh, well, not exactly.) Are all made of beryllium copper?  I'd
guess the last type might provide the most efficient heat sinking.  I've found
some bayonet types with that the corrugated inserts.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 20 Jan 2001 21:14:07 -0600
From: "Dr. Gerald N. Johnson, electrical engineer" <geraldj@ames.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields?
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I don't know that any beryllium copper chunks are normally going to come
off, but you sure don't want to make any inhalable sized chunks and inhale
them.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 20 Jan 2001 21:14:14 -0600
From: "Dr. Gerald N. Johnson, electrical engineer" <geraldj@ames.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question

The IERC tube shields may let the 3TF7 envelope run cooler, hence the seals run
cooler so there less likelihood of a gas leak. Should oxygen get in, the iron
filament probably wouldn't last long. Should the normal gas leak out to a lower
pressure probably the time constant would change. I think the filament has to
pretty much operate at whatever temperature the circuit demands to achieve the
resistance needed for that applied voltage and the thermal environment around
the ballast has only a secondary effect because the -50 to +85∞C environmental
range is a small fraction of its normal operating temperature. The wire would
probably work for a while in air, but as it rusted would change its resistance.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 20 Jan 2001 21:18:26 -0600
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields?

At 05:52 PM 1/20/01 -0500, you wrote:

>There are at least three types of heat sink liners I've seen, and probably
>you too -- The "finger" ones as you mention, but also the five flat-sided
>ones (not as good I think) and the corrugated ones that look a bit like
>this: Z/Z/Z/Z/Z/Z/Z/ (from the edge -- oh, well, not exactly.)

Some if the five sided ones are six sided too if I remember right. :-)

>Are all made of beryllium copper?  I'd guess the last type might provide the
>most efficient heat sinking.  I've found some bayonet types with that the
>corrugated inserts.

Barry, I'd guess that they probably are if they were made by IERC. On a side
note, I was junking out a piece of gear last year and ended up with some Cinch
made ones that are exact clones of the IERC types down to the patent numbers
stamped in the upper rolled edge. The Cinch part number is MS-24233-5. These
are the type with the finger type inserts. I've got several other variations
scattered around here. The IERC type shields were made by IERC, Cinch, Cool-
Fin, and another company who's name escapes me right now.

The Cool-Fin uses a spring at the top in addition to the fingered insert. It also
uses the dimples on the tube socket base like the old original shiny military tube
shields. Instead of the raised bulges, it has cutouts. All in all, I must have close to
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two dozen different styles of the head conductive tube shields. It's amazing just
how many variations there are.

Oh, here's a tidbit for you that will make you cry. The average "retail" price, in
quantities of one, for the IERC finger type 7 and 9 pin shields was 45 cents in the
mid 1960's. Pretty damn cheap for such a neat piece of hardware. But, a lot more
expensive than the 6 to 15 cents for the standard military type shields.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 20 Jan 2001 21:49:42 -0600
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields?

>I don't know that any beryllium copper chunks are normally going to come
>off, but you sure don't want to make any inhalable sized chunks and
>inhale them.

Agreed. I'm wondering about the white "dust" that forms on the inserts
sometimes. Hell, even if it isn't an oxide of the beryllium, it could be some type
of cadmium oxide. Either way, you loose. ;-( I wish that they HAD used
phosphor bronze. ;-(  I had some power transistors some years back that came
out of NASA. They had either had a beryllium alloy case or were plated with the
stuff. At any rate, there were warnings galore on a little sheet packaged with
them. Lots of stuff about not handling them if you had open cuts, washing hands
before eating or smoking, etc. This was long before MSD sheets were even a
dream. I don't know what beryllium tastes like but I can remember the very
distinct metallic taste of cadmium after welding stuff
plated with it back in the 1970's. Yellow dust/smoke when it gets hot. Ditto for
the taste after cutting gear out of scrapped Navy ships with lead paint a quarter
inch thick. About the only smokes you could taste at the end of the day were
Picayunes, Pall Malls, or Lucky's.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 20 Jan 2001 21:59:01 -0600
From: Nolan Lee <nlee@gs.verio.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question

>The IERC tube shields may let the 3TF7 envelope run cooler, hence the
>seals run cooler so there less likelihood of a gas leak.

This by itself is a good enough reason for me to use them I like the idea that Jan
had about physical protection too.

>Should oxygen get in, the iron filament probably wouldn't last long. Should the
normal gas leak out to a lower pressure probably the time constant would
>change.

I don't have the Amperite stuff in from of me but I think that it was hydrogen
that they used as the filler gas. I wondered about this since hydrogen is not only
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volatile but very "light". I'd have figured that they would have used a denser
inert gas to help transfer heat. I don't remember if it's hydrogen or helium, but
one is famous for escaping from containment. You can take a sealed steel
cylinder along the lines of any oxygen cylinder and the stuff will migrate thru the
walls of the cylinder. ;-(

>  I think the filament has to pretty much operate at whatever
>temperature the circuit demands to achieve the resistance needed for
>that applied voltage and the thermal environment around the ballast has
>only a secondary effect because the -50 to +85∞C environmental range is
>a small fraction of its normal operating temperature. The wire would
>probably work for a while in air, but as it rusted would change its
>resistance.

Yep. ;-(      nolan
------------------------------

Date: Sun, 21 Jan 2001 11:16:25 -0800 (PST)
From: W Li <wli@u.washington.edu>
Subject: [R-390] Re: IERC shields (more)

If you look closely, there are actually two varieties of IERC tube shields: those
with thin linear slots and holes to slip over and secure to the "normal" shiny tube
base, and those (less common) ones with a unique twist-lock to fit a custom IERC
tube shield base. The latter has a thermal advantage of being made out of the
same black/violet metal as the shield... resulting in improved heat transfer to the
chassis (which is the heat sink). Clearly this is most important in those tubes that
are up-side-down on the AF and Pwr Supply chassis.

Clearly, either one will work in reducing bulb temperature, but I reckon that the
twist lock variety is a tad more efficient. Unfortunately, one can not easily
retrofit the IERC tube shield bases without major effort.

As to sources of IERC shields, do not give up. They can be found in unusual
places. Recently, I stumbled upon an out of the way "used technology" store
selling older tape decks etc.. and came upon a box on the floor full of shields
forgotten by the owner... Among them was a surprising bunch of genuine IERC
shields! Needless to say, I cleaned them out giving me just enough to install on
both of my R390A's. The tragedy is that in the 50's and 60's most were just
dumped into land-fills. So keep looking.. they are still around

For those inclined, the publication showing tube-life/temperature and type
of tube shield is somewhere in the shack, and I'll post it as soon as I
find it.........................
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 22 Jan 2001 09:52:16 -0500
From: tbigelow@pop.state.vt.us (Todd Bigelow - PS)
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question
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Those would be the WPM types, if I recall correctly. Collins also made some, or
at least had their name stamped on 'em(I think the company who actually
produced them was ELCO). I find that the Collins sheilds often include the little
insert for the tube base, as well. I really should scan that page from my late 50's
Collins product catalog and post it to the archives, it explains how it all works as
well as the details like how hot the bottom of the tube can get around the pins, to
the point of losing its vacuum at times. But then, scanning it in would require a
scanner, and my pc system seems to be lacking due to my CORI (Compulsive
Old Radio Illness) which seems to take any spare money I have.

I've got my R-390A, CU-286, R-390, and SP-600 all in one of those nice looking
rack cabinets with the rounded corners. It's about 5+ feet high. In my carriage
house (that's the civilized title for where I pile excess stuff), I have one of
those HUGE honkin' surplus Air Force cabinets that stands about 7 feet high, has
a squirrel-cage blower in the bottom, exhaust fan in the top, outlet strip
inside, and is made of thick, not thin steel. Eventually I'll have the time to
restore it, then I can populate it with heavy items. I think I figured my
radioroom to be somewhere in the vicinity of 2500+ lbs already, and it hasn't
moved anywhere yet(except perhaps downward a bit). Adding this mother-of-
all-racks whould persuade it to stay put. ;)  We don't have many earthquakes
here(mayube one every ten years), but I'm all for using any excu....reason I can
find for obtaining more radios and associated gear.
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 22 Jan 2001 10:08:51 -0500
From: tbigelow@pop.state.vt.us (Todd Bigelow - PS)
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question

Yep, I've had this happen to me. Haven't broken any tubes(yet), but I have had a
few of them hang up. Most of them seem to pop off if you apply much pressure
to the sides, even bumping them. Perhaps these are the more 'worn' versions?

If that's the same guy who auctions stuff on epay, I don't think he sells
privately anymore. I asked him for some prices last year and he said to 'see his
auctions'. He was auctioning the IERC sheild in packs of 2 or 3 for $20, as I
recall. Seemed rather high, Fair was selling them for $1 each as I recall.
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 22 Jan 2001 10:39:29 -0500
From: tbigelow@pop.state.vt.us (Todd Bigelow - PS)
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC tube shields - Additional question

Okay - I think we need to set up a support group, or some kind of 'early
warning' alert for these things. That way, when someone discovers a stash, we
can spread them around, all the while protecting them from getting tossed down
that mine you mentioned. ;)
------------------------------
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Date: Mon, 29 Jan 2001 10:05:58 -0500
From: rbussier@lexmark.com
Subject: RE: [R-390] tube temperatures

I have enjoyed the banter back and forth concerning tubes and the effects on the
tubes with use of various shields and colors. This is a very rough first pass on
some experiments I conducted Saturday. All temperatures that follow are in
degrees F.

Equipment:     a restored CV-591A that was being burned in on the bench (no
covers),  a high end Omega IR temperature sensor with laser sighting,   various
tube shields

The Omega was locked into a vise mounted to the bench and sighted on one of
the 12AU7s on the rear of the '591.....
The temperature of the glass envelope stabilized to 187 deg.
An IERC (insert type) shield with twist lock base was installed and let stabilize for
1 hour, The outside was measured then the glass envelope was measured. This
shield was freshly painted with a THIN coat of ultra flat black paint, inside and
out. The outside measured an average of 175 deg. The glass dropped to 143 deg.
This was repeated 3 times with long stabilization times in between.

Next, I installed a polished inside and out 'plain jane' shield from another
radio. The outside of the shield averaged 160 deg. where the glass envelope
measured 205 degrees.

I experiment a LOT with small muffin fans on every radio I own. I placed a small
one inside the 591, about 6 inches from the 12AU7, running at 1/2 speed.
Measuring the IERC equipped tube one last time, the results were: shield 138 and
the glass 150 degrees.

Conclusions: A lot more work needs to be done here.....but off the cuff, I can
state:
1. the insert type tube shields work well
2. no shield, is better than one silver on the inside
3. the use of any fan to stir the air will help

So far, known, simple results

Surprises? The Omega has a very small target . However, at close range, one
must be careful to correctly position the actual target in relation to the laser,
since they do not originate at the same source. For those shooters out there, it
is the same as having very high scope rings on your rifle. The temperature delta
at various places on the tube and/or shield was tremendous. I would never have
believed that there were such hot spots. Next time I will examine a different
tube. The 12AU7 runs much cooler than I expected. Perhaps a shield on an 0A2
might be a good candidate.
------------------------------
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Date: Mon, 29 Jan 2001 09:20:01 -0600
From: "Scott, Barry (Clyde B)" <cbscott@ingr.com>
Subject: RE: [R-390] tube temperatures

You say the glass is at 143 deg without the fan and 150 deg. with the fan.
Is this a typo?  It appears the fan makes the tube run hotter.
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 29 Jan 2001 11:01:56 -0500
From: rbussier@lexmark.com
Subject: RE: [R-390] tube temperatures

The glass envelope with an IERC shield (quickly removed for measurement),
dropped to 143. The 150 degrees mentioned WAS the temperature the glass
envelope reached, with the same conditions but adding the fan. It can be seen
that the o/s of the shield dropped dramatically. I cannot account for the 7 deg
rise of the tube itself. Yes, the fan dropped the shield temperature (which is
intuitive), but I am a loss to explain the temperature rise of the glass.

As I said this bears more experimentation (and dedication to one project at a
time!), However, (in my own defense) I will state that scanning just the length of
the tube shows temperature deltas of greater than 50 degrees. Although the
Omega was locked in a vice, I would say an excursion of 1/16" at a distance of 2
feet could easily eplain the delta. Also, this tube runs too cool. I want to find a
candidate, like the rectifiers in a 390a that really cook.
One thing that surprised me was the temperature differences on the gurface of
the tube/shields. It would be easy to lose sight of this with regular
thermocouples, on such a relatively large surface.

BTW, the major (!) heat contribution in the 591A is the power supply. The 5Y3
and 0A2 run very hot. The finished 591A will have a tube in this area. This was
the first tube I ss in my 75A-4...... In the A-4, it really cooks the
transformer next to it. I would appreciate your input on specific tests you would
like done.

I wanted to do the following combinations of tubes and shields:
bare tube
silver / silver shield
silver / black shield
black / black shield
IERC
+ all of the above with and without air movement (fan)
This grows large quickly. I will develop a test 'plan' based upun Taguchi's
Design of Experiments....naw, just SWAG it....
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 29 Jan 2001 19:15:09 +0000
From: blw <ba.williams@home.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] tube temperatures
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I saved the following message as to tests on tube shields and cooling. Thought I
would resend it since this came up again. The most interesting part is the 12BY7
tests with the black & shiny & IERC shields. Chuck Rippel had a suggested list of
tubes to shield with the IERC shields, but I can't find it right now.

>Bill, KD0HG wrote:
>
> I've received several inquiries regarding my post here concerning
> IERC tube shields and in response, here's a quick elaboration.
> In ER #66 for October, '94, I described the results of a 1954 ARINC
> [Aeronautical Radio, Inc] and GE tube life studies that were done using over
> 150,000 tubes of 20 different types.
> I provided summaries and graphs of tube life vs. envelope temperature
> for several representative tube types- here are a couple:
>
> 5654/6AK5W, 200 tube random lots
> The 80% survival of this type was
> 750 hours @ 192 C
> 1500 hours @ 125 C
> 2000 hours @ 100 C
>
> 6005/6AQ5W
> Over 95% of the 6AQ5 survived 5000 hours of operation
> at an envelope temperature of 220 C, but at only 17 degrees
> hotter fewer than 70% survived even 2500 hours.
>
> Another chart in the article shows the measured envelope
> temperature of a 12BY7A dissipating 10 watts [including heater].
> Under still air conditions, at room temperature, worst to best,
> >220 C inside a shiny JAN tube shield
> 190 C inside a black anodized JAN tube shield
> 165 C inside a black JAN shield with ventilation slots
> 150 C  bare bulb, no shield
>  82 C  inside an IERC T6-1025H shield/cooler
>
> The results of these life tests indicate a bare bulb is the way
> to go for reliability's sake, unless one uses the IERC coolers.
> Of course, electrical considerations often mandate
> the electrical isolation of a shield.
>
> I once read a reference that around 1960, the shiny tube
> shields were removed from the military's QPL listings as a
> consequence of these earlier studies. This does not agree
> with my observation that many pieces of military gear from
> around that time are full of the shiny type of shields, so I don't
> know if this is really true.
>
> As of the article's press date in '94, IERC was still in
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> business and making tube shields and coolers. I don't know about
> today.
> IERC
> 135 W. Magnolia Blvd.
> Burbank, CA 91507
------------------------------

Date: Fri, 2 Feb 2001 14:22:14 -0500 (EST)
From: Norman Ryan <nryan@duke.edu>
Subject: [R-390] Overly Snug IERC's

I don't know of a puller, but when I run into a stuck shield, I try to lever it out
with whatever works and then adjust the spread at the bottom to make it less
snug.  It's a pest to get them right, I know, but I still like what they do to
help extend tube life.
------------------------------

Date: Fri, 2 Feb 2001 13:30:11 -0600
From: "Scott, Barry (Clyde B)" <cbscott@ingr.com>
Subject: [R-390] RE: Overly Snug IERC's

Perhaps I should design and build a puller and market it to the BA crowd.
It wouldn't be too difficult provided the shields in question had the "lip"
at the top.
------------------------------

Date: Fri, 2 Feb 2001 15:12:29 -0500
From: "Barry Hauser" <barry@hausernet.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Overly Snug IERC's

Not sure if they still make them, but GC had scissors style pullers which
look a little like those tongs that were used in sterilizing baby bottles to
take them out of the boiling water.  Except the jaws are curved and rubber
coated, like tool handles.  When tubes "went out of style" these were
re-carded as PC board tongs -- for handling the boards when etching.

I've used these to pull stubborn and hard to reach shields, as well as tubes.  They
help to get a grab on the things and put enough force straight up, or to push
down and twist for the bayonet type.
------------------------------

Date: Fri, 02 Feb 2001 15:29:37 -0500
From: tbigelow@pop.state.vt.us (Todd Bigelow - PS)
Subject: Re: [R-390] RE: Overly Snug IERC's

The newer IERC typs only have small clips around the top to retain their
octagonal (okay, I'm not sure if it has 8 sides) heatsinking insert. I'd sooner
think you could make something that would slip under the bottom edge and
allow you to pop it loose from the nipple on the base. This would save all the
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rockin' and rollin' sometimes required to get these things loose. Even after
the base is loose, though, more often than not, the tube comes with the shield.
Hey, it almost saves a step...
------------------------------

Date: Fri, 2 Feb 2001 17:17:09 -0800 (PST)
From: Joe Foley <redmenaced@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Overly Snug IERC's

Ok, Here's what you do. You take some electrical tape, 'bout 4 inches. You fold it
in two with one end running down each side of the tube or shield.  Smooth it
down with a dental pick or plastic screwdriver, leaving a tab over the top of the
item to be pulled out.  Grab the tab with hemos, needle nose pliers, or your
fingers.  And PULL!! It may take a few tries but it works!!
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 08 Feb 2001 20:56:06 -0800
From: Ed Zeranski <ezeran@concentric.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Overly Snug IERC's

>Not sure if they still make them, but GC had scissors style pullers which
>look a little like those tongs that were used in sterilizing baby bottles to
>take them out of the boiling water.

Got a set!  They still work OK even with the dirty red rubber coating on  the
grabby end. GC used to have pullers that looked like a piece of aluminum tubing
with slots on two sides, kinda like ice tongs, with rubber tips too. Then there
were the Chinese hand cuff jobs like with the GRC-109s and the tapered rubber
cones. Darn.. there could be a thread or research project on tube pullers. If
someone wants .jps of the raskals I can send 'em .
------------------------------

Date: Wed, 07 Feb 2001 20:59:53 -0800
From: "Walter  (Volodya) Salmaniw, MD" <salmaniw@home.com>
Subject: [R-390] Air conditioned tube shield

Inspecting my newly acquired S-W ex USCG R-390A, I noticed an interesting
tube shield...one that's "air conditioned".  Wonder how this one stack's up
with the IERC shields?  At least it provides physical protection, without
the worry of excessive heat build-up:

http://skirrow.org/walt/tubeshield.jpg
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 8 Feb 2001 01:47:34 -0500
From: "Barry Hauser" <barry@hausernet.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Air conditioned tube shield
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I've seen a lot of these in a variety of equipment -- most often a tall one for the
ballast tube and a shorter one for the regulator.  We had a thread on shield types
some time ago (no not that last one) where it was pointed out (me) that one of
the functions of the bayonet/spring shields was to keep
the tubes from popping out of their sockets -- in transit or when firing
broadsides with the 16 inch guns.  So, that "air conditioned" shield is
really more of a retainer for a tube that doesn't require shielding.

There are also IERC vented shields -- black with inserts. The inserts are different
than the usual five or six-sided or fingerstock types.  They also require a different
chassis mount.  I found these supplied as original
equipment in some FSK converters.
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 08 Feb 2001 12:50:18 -0500
From: tbigelow@pop.state.vt.us (Todd Bigelow - PS)
Subject: Re: [R-390] Air conditioned tube shield

I have one of these in the R-388, perhaps this was an early attempt at removing
excess heat from the tube, while still using the bayonet mount to retain the tube
in its socket?
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 8 Feb 2001 13:55:09 -0500
From: rbussier@lexmark.com
Subject: Re: [R-390] Air conditioned tube shield

I have seen these as well. Without further tromping on this thread, I was quite
surprised at how hot an 0A2 was, in my 591A. Anybody have any comments?
Since its dropping 300V to 150V, I guess the dropped voltage is dissipated as
heat? Even with no load on the B+?
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 19 Feb 2001 13:06:53 -0500 (EST)
From: Norman Ryan <nryan@duke.edu>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Air conditioned tube shield

Have also found that same shield on VR tubes in R-390A's.  I'm so sold on
the IERC shields that I'm inclined to replace the "air conditioned"  shield with an
IERC.  Finding that size is a bit difficult, though.  I much prefer the cut out type
to a plain shiny shield without heat dissipating insert.

On Wed, 7 Feb 2001, Walter  (Volodya) Salmaniw, MD wrote:
> Inspecting my newly acquired S-W ex USCG R-390A, I noticed an interesting
tube shield...one that's "air conditioned".  Wonder how this one stack's up with
the IERC shields?  At least it provides physical protection, without the worry of
excessive heat build-up:
------------------------------
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Date: Mon, 19 Feb 2001 11:16:49 -0800
From: "Roger L Ruszkowski" <rlruszkowski@west.raytheon.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Air conditioned tube shield

If you are going to use your  390's in the shack with out regular motion. I would
pull those air conditioned tube shields off and run the ballast tube bare until you
get an IERC shield for it.

If you are in motion then you may need some retainers (things that look like
tube shields). Even the vented shields run hotter than bare glass. If you are only
running one receiver in the shack or rack then off with all the non-IERC shields.
If you have a couple radios in the shack then you have to decide if its hot tubes
shielded from other radiation or run bare and susceptible to RF noise from other
sources.

The ballast tube is  susceptible to nothing but heat and glass breaking. I would
just run it bare.

Roger.

P.S. Then again you can change the whole problem and use no ballast tube and
two 12BA6's. You to can help prevent global warming.
------------------------------

Date: Fri, 9 Mar 2001 09:22:26 EST
From: Llgpt@aol.com
Subject: Re: [R-390] R-390A IERC Tube shields

QTY.            IERC No.               Used

 1                6025-B                3TF7 Ballast Tube
 9                6020-B                5814's & 26Z5W's
 2                5015-B                5654's
 13              5020-B                5749's, 6AK6 & 6C4's
 1                5025-B                OA2
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 14 Jul 2001 09:43:10 -0700 (PDT)
From: <jlap1939@yahoo.com>
Subject: [R-390] Tube Shields

Am going to go w/Joe (Foley) and put out a dead horse to be beaten.. (his
statement was appreciated)........

Can anyone revisit the problem of tube shields in these colors::: Out silver,in
silver...Out blk, in silver...out silver in blk...out, and in black...

You may recall I had a question relating to high  school physics, and when I
asked several very "learnnedd" persons (here), I could not get an answer.
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I included a PhD in my seeking here locally. It was mentioned by several persons
that silver exterior was a superior configuration..(bl ins)(NOTE!)

Then I brought it to the list, and Dr. Jerry was one of the only ones willing to put
forth any science.. He never completed his comments, if I recall correctly.

Who can explain what happens in the material itself that may affect what level of
energy is radiated... YOU KNOW, I done ran radios all my life, and even w/hugh
rects, never saw proof that it really makes much diff....Saw many in Mil. that had
every shield thrown away and never osc. or failed...Who really "nose" what they
are talking about here...It is obv. I
DON'T... You may recall I never got an answer before....
------------------------------
Date: Sat, 14 Jul 2001 15:20:50 -0400
From: Bob Camp <bob@cq.nu>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields

More or less there are three ways to get rid of heat convection, conduction
and radiation. An R-390 receiving tube with it's guts sitting in a vacuum
pretty much gets rid of the heat on the guts by radiation and conduction
through the leads going to the glass header. Tube shields don't have much
affect on the conduction through the leads so that leaves you with radiation
effects.

If you wanted to cool down something in a hurry conduction would be your
first choice. Throw a bucket of water on it ....

If you want to cool it down more slowly, use convection. Blow on it and it
will cool down ...

If you don't much care how fast it cools off then use radiation. Put it in a
vacuum and come back in a few days, maybe it's a bit cooler ...

Radiation is kinda weird. You have things like glass that let it through
more or less unchanged. You have stuff like a lump of charcoal that absorbs
radiant energy well. You have stuff like a sheet of gold foil that reflects
radiant energy well. So far so good (I hope). Now for the weird part. The
lump of charcoal also radiates energy well and the gold foil radiates energy
poorly. Strange but true. If they didn't do this then they would heat up
just sitting there on the table.

None of this is perfect. Glass is never totally clear. Mirrors never reflect
everything that comes in. Black paint is never totally black.

What you want to do in a tube shield is to cool the tube down as well as
shield it electrically. They do two things to make the tube cool. The first
is to put something directly in contact with the glass of the tube. This
uses conduction to get the heat from the glass out to the tube shield. Color
does not matter for conduction, contact does. The second thing they do is to
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put black stuff on the inside of the shields to make them absorb radiation
from the tube's guts. Since most of the radiation is IR the color you want
may or may not be black in visible light. They coat the outside of the tube
shield black to make it radiate well.

The simple answer is that the black inside and outside shields with fingers
are the best bet. You want the ones that have the dull black coating on them
and not the ones that have been painted. Generally the paint is not going to
be "black enough" down at IR.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 14 Jul 2001 15:36:09 -0700 (PDT)
From: Joe Foley <redmenaced@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields

The available research done and reported in the archives suggests that the IERC
sheilds are the best, with convection and conduction being considered in the
design.  The WPM's are second, conduction not as well considered.  Any others
were considered strictly ceremonial not having much effect on the situation.
BUT, the manuals state that ANY shield should be
removed before using the radio in a table-top type case.  We don't totally agree
with that.
------------------------------

Date: Sat, 14 Jul 2001 22:16:16 -0700
From: "Bob Tetrault" <rstetrault@home.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields

And then there is the convective currents inside the contact finger spacings
and between the contact fingers and the "shield" with an opening at the top
and bottom. Also, the convective currents under such conditions are much
more active than a tube in the open. So it is literally true and even inevitable that
a tube with the IERC shields are even cooler than an unshielded tube. And the
generic shields have no opening at the bottom, so they can't even convect...
------------------------------

Date: Sun, 15 Jul 2001 09:04:58 -0400
From: Bob Camp <bob@cq.nu>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields

There is a lot of data on tubes that shows exactly what you describe. Tubes
with the "good" (IERC) tube shields are cooler than tubes without shields.
It doesn't matter weather you are talking about bulb temperature or anode
temperature they are cooler. Cooler tubes last longer provided you keep the
filament at the right temperature and keep the getter activated. Liquid
nitrogen cooling may not be a good idea long term :)

The outside of the shield definitely cools by convection, I'm not so sure
about convection inside the IERC's that I have. The spacing between fingers
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is pretty tight. The holes in the bottom of the shield get covered up when I
put them on the tube. Two of the holes go over the bumps on the tube socket
to hold the shield on. Maybe I've go the wrong kind of IERC's .... I have
seen pictures of others that have the whole side of the shield cut out to
allow more air to get at the fingers but have never used them.

Now, should the fan blow the air in to the radio or out of the radio :)
(Time to run for the hills ..)
------------------------------

Date: Sun, 15 Jul 2001 09:23:57 -0700
From: Dan Merz <djmerz@3-cities.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields

Hi,  I'm one of these skeptical guys that only believes if some  numbers are
given when you start talking about heat transfer - and I like those nice black
tube shields with the fancy pressure leaves inside and all that black body
radiation stuff sounds right -plus since I understand it was tested at one time
and showed 50% increase in tube life,  who can really argue with it.  But I
wondered how much heat could really be radiated from a tube shield if it still
remained more or less touchable though somewhat uncomfortable - around 60
degrees C I figured,  140 F or so.  A thumbnail calculation indicated about a
watt or two could be radiated so that seemed reasonable since the tube filaments
are around 2 watts for each tube.  To me this meant a lot of the tube heat went
out the sides rather than down the pins,  or to the metal shroud at the base. At
least this indicated that it was reasonable to expect the shield to have an effect
(why else would they be there?)  I dug out my small wire thermcouple and
measured some temperatures in my 390a which mostly has the "approved"
good black shields but one bad  silver shield on the 6DC6 tube,  one of those
silver ones with the spring and bottom bayonet.  I can't remember whether it
was there when I got the set or I stuck it on because it was all I had.  I know the
black shields were all there.  Part of me still wants to think that a tube running
hot has more umph - remember that Millen got the National SW-3 to perform
better than competitors' sets back in the early 30's  by boosting the filament
voltage a bit - but that's digressing !  Sometimes it's hard to kill an idea whose
time has passed.

The temperatures on some of my 390a tubes were:
510 tube    55/67   outside/inside the shield
5814          54/64   ditto positions  ( and 60 with no shield ?? but hard to
measure)
6BA6            /69    inside black shield       /81 inside silver shield
6DC6           /53    inside  black shield       / 58 inside silver shield

My room temp was around 24 C and the air temp inside the covered R390a was
around 35 C and the set had been running for an hour or so.

As   you see when I exchanged the black shield on the 6BA6 and the silver shield
on the 6DC6,  the temperature was always lower when the black shield was
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used, which is as it should be according to the black vs silver emissivity
argument and perhaps the better conduction contact of the black type shield
with the inner leaves. These were quick and crude measurements but satisfied
my need to see some numbers.   I think my real reason for examining this was
not fully answered,  namely what is the degradation process.  I can see that
whatever it is, higher temperature should cause shorter tube life,  particularly
when we're talking about the order of 10 degrees C difference and rate
processes that are likely affected by temperature.  And of course my numbers
don't say anything about temp inside the tube itself.   I wonder if the metal glass
seals are the determining factor.   The only large number of tubes that I have
observed with high percentage of failed tubes were several boxes of   1940 era
military 1T4 tubes that appeared to have leaked in a high number of cases,
maybe 10 to 20%, even though they were in unopened boxes in seemingly good
shape Whatever process that is causing degradation during service,  other than
filament "fatique" of some kind,  may involve the glass/metal seals and ingress
of gases.  I throw this idea in the pot to provoke a more informed response.  If
tube production is like most manufacturing processes,  failures due to one or
another type of component failure was probably  improved for each until no
single type of failure accounted for the eventual demise of the tube.  Or perhaps
there was one
particular failure mode that could be improved only so much and the other parts
of the tube had only to last that long.  I yet wonder if the improvement of tube
life with shields was dependent on some test cycling that involved turning the
radio off and on or whether these tests were done with the tubes running
continuously?,   hope this doesn't confuse and clutter the ether and provokes
some more informed soul to offer his (or her?) recollection of life in the fast lane
of tube development,  Dan
------------------------------

Date: Sun, 15 Jul 2001 10:31:53 -0700
From: "Bob Tetrault" <rstetrault@home.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields

I would submit that it is the thermal cycling from some elevated temperature
that "gets" them, in that they get leaky (gassy) from the metal seals literally
losing it. Someone a year or so ago, maybe Nolan, one of the Barry's, had some
reprint of the actual numbers and lifetimes. The old MIL HDBK 217, based on the
Arrhenius equations would jump with joy with this phenomenon with tubes.
They probably used some basic data from tube life
research to come up with their temperature versus lifetime predictions.

BTW, I have none of the IERC shields. But a fair amount of interesting test
equipment that may be "surplus to my needs." Anyone want to discuss a trade of
some kind?
------------------------------

Date: Sun, 15 Jul 2001 13:48:47 -0400
From: "Barry Hauser" <barry@hausernet.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields
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There are tube shields and there are tube shields.  I suppose we regard the
black IERC's with the fingerstock style insert as the best.  However, there are
also those which are nearly identical but have the pleated insert.  I've also seen a
number of shiny shields (not IERC) with the pleated insert.  One of those two
styles of insert are probably the most effective.  I'd think there's a tradeoff
between ventilation/convection and surface contact.  The pleated type would
seem have better surface contact with the tube envelope. I just worked on an R-
392 where all of its shields were shiny bayonet types, but with the black, pleated
(probably beryllium-coper) inserts.

There are other variations among the IERC's -- some are cut from tubular
stock, others from flat stock and welded into a cylinder.  The regular ones
have a small flange at the top, the welded ones are open with four tabs to
retain the insert.  I don't know if there's any difference in performance
between the two.

The shiny shieds with the black pleated inserts should perform nearly as
well as the IERC's.  I've also have some open frame IERC's that have an
insert with horizontal "grids" which show through.  These require special
bases -- not compatible with the common bayonet type.

In reading Dan's post here, another thing occurred to me.  I'd guess that
most of us like to preserve the painted labeling -- mfr. name/logo -- on the
tubes.  However, the paint could interfere with the thermal bond between the
envelope and the insert.  Less likely with the fingerstock type which tend
to cut through the paint when you install or remove them.

From time to time, I've noticed a slight trace of a white residue when removing
some tube shields.  Ordinarily I'd think it might be corrosion --
but could it be some heat sink compounnd?

Would it make sense to use heat sink grease between the tube and shield and
where the shield mates with the mount?  Anybody ever try that?

Dan -- did you notice if all of the IERC's in that radio were exactly the
same?  Were they all fingerstock type or do you have some pleated.

I've also seen IERC's and others with five-sided flat inserts.  While these
are black, it would seem they'd make the least contact in terms of surface
area with the tube envelope.

Finally -- Dan raises some questions about tube life factors.  Of course,
many become weak before the filament burns out.  Someone explained here
once that the coating gradually boils off the elements (plate?) reducing the gain
of the tube.  Some tubes can be rejuvenated, but I think those were mostly the
ancient ones.  Can somebody (re)educate us on this?
------------------------------
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Date: Sun, 15 Jul 2001 22:16:51 -0400
From: Bob Camp <bob@cq.nu>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields

Boy we're realy getting in to it aren't we .... wow!

Glass to metal seals definately have an effect on tube life. High temperature and
temperature change are not good for seals. The expansion coeffiecent of the
glass and the metal in the pins are never quite the same. The more you change
temperature the more you stress the seal. If you take a look at the data sheets
for glass transmitting tubes like the 4-1000 they have specific requirements for
cooling the pins and the plate cap. You have to keep them cooler than the rest of
the tube or you get in trouble.

That said I doubt that it's a big deal in receiving tubes. The pins are pretty well
heatsunk to the tube socket. A typical tube has a lot of lead length inside the tube
and it's small diameter stuff. Not to good for moving heat around. Thermal
conductivity is just like electrical resistance in this case. You make something
large diameter and short if you want low resistance. You make it long and thin
for high resistance.

The magic number you realy need to know is the temperature of the plate of
the tube and the rest of the guts. The temperature of the glass it's self isn't much
of an indicator unless you belive that the glass is going to degrade. Other than
tubes I've dropped on the concrete floor envelope degreadation has not been the
top ten reasons why tubes seem to go bad around here.

To get the temperature of the guts you need some fairly neat gear and you
need some basic data on what the guts are made of as well as data on the
glass in between you and the guts. Assuming you have all the data and the
gear you can measure the radiation off of the plate and figure out what
temperature it's at. That's a bit tough for a poor old basement fiddler like
me.

Not to throw water on the whole idea, but there are other things that worry
me a lot more when it comes to keeping a 390 going than the life of the tubes.
Regardless of how we get the heat off the tubes it still winds up in the radio and
the radio gets just as hot either way. The hotter the radio the more the rest of the
parts are stressed. Some of those other parts are going to be tough to replace. If I
was going to spend cash to improve the life of the radio I'd spend it on a fan or
something else that cools the entire radio rather than just the tubes. I would also
think long and hard about stacking six of them one on top of each other in an
un-ventilated rack cabinet.

The data on tube life versus the type of tube sheild has been around at least since
the mid 50's and was very well known in regard to the R-390. Your goverment
and mine never saw fit to fill all the 390's with black shields. They have never
been bashfull about spending money so saving cash probably wasn't their
motivation. I suspect that the effort involved in the relatively simple task of
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swapping all the sheilds is what kept them from doing it. It's the same labor and
supply chain they used to change out bad tubes so you could probably figure out
what the trade off would have been.

All this is not to say that I'd throw away any IERC's any time soon. If you have
them, use them. If you come across any that you don't need, send them
to me - I'll gladly use them :)  I simply would not spend major amounts of
money going out to get lots and lots of them. If a tube costs 1/3 of the
price of an IERC sheild then the sheild probably isn't going to do me enough
good to be worth it. If the sheild is 1/2 the price of the tube then it's probably a
good deal. The published data on the IERC's  would indicate a 40% increase in
tube life as compared to a silver sheild. Something less than that seems to be the
case in comparison to a tube without a sheild.

Pretty neat stuff. Certainly got the reflector going again.
------------------------------

Date: Sun, 15 Jul 2001 21:46:12 -0700
From: Dan Merz <djmerz@3-cities.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields

Barry,  as usual closer exam reveals more on the tube shields.  The ones I have
are the type with 5-sided metal sheet inserts typically marked  something like
"WPM  RS-215/2  MS 2433-2" on the one I checked closely.  I dug through my
outside parts drawer and found one of the IERC type marked as such and a
number of others more or less the same design marked "Cinch TR5 1015B" with
the finger-like metal contacts so my 390a didn't come with the IERC  shields
marked as such.  All the tubes in my EAC 390a above and below except the
6DC6 have the "WPM" type shield with five sided insert.  My first impression is
that there is more contact area with the finger type but after I pulled one of the
fingered inserts out and looked at it,  I'm not sure.  Each tine or finger may only
contact on the very leading tip so the contact area may not be as large as it first
appears,  relative to the five-sided insert.  The five-sided type gets compressed
over some width along the five lines of contact.  The fingered type sure evoke
admiration for design.

On tube rejuvenation:  I don't know any way to rejuvenate coated filament or
coated cathode tubes,  though it seems I have read something along that line
somewhere.   But thoriated tungsten filament tubes,  the 2nd generation of tube
filament following early tungsten filaments,  can sometimes be rejuvenated by
holding the filament at high filament voltage to promote migration of thoria
from within the filament to the surface of the filament.  Thoriated tungsten tubes
have enhanced emission due to lowering of the electron work function by thoria
at the surface.  The thoria there becomes depleted,  probably by evaporation and
sputtering over time,  and filament emission falls off.  I have done this once or
twice on tubes like 201a's with success,  but it is a procedure that can  only be
repeated a limited number of times.  This procedure is documented in several
books and magazines that I have come across,  usually involving about twice the
filament voltage for a few minutes followed by a slightly elevated voltage after
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that before the tube is put back into service. In my career in sputtering
technology we used a different method to keep the tungsten filament enriched
with either depleted uranium or rare earth oxides, which works even better than
thoria,  by constantly depositing the uranium or oxide on the filament surface via
a nearby sputtering target.  Of course,  these gadgets were much bigger than
ordinary vacuum tubes and a typical filament lasted only about 72 hours before
evaporation of tungsten caused failure.        Dan.
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2001 01:27:12 -0400
From: "Barry Hauser" <barry@hausernet.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields

My feeling is that the finger type is probably better, than the five-sided type, but
the pleated/accordion fold type of insert may be best -- at least in terms of
percentage of contact with the tube envelope.  Sounds like you don't have a
sample of those.  You might find a shiny shield that has one. These may have
been a "retrofit" as there seems to be nothing special about the shiny shields I've
found them in.  Most often, I find them in black shields of various manufacturers,
including IERC.  I've found all three types -- finger, five-sided and pleated -- in
IERC's.  Another design variation that may have influence on convection is the
size of the flange at the top and the space between the top of the tube and the
top of the shield. And then, there's the specifics of the bayonet mount --whether
any significant amount of air can enter through the base.  Twist 'n lock bayonet
shields would block most of this, but the IERC's snap on type would seem to
cover most of it also.  All that's left is the punchouts from where the mounting
ears are formed for the bayonet bases.

One of these days I'll have to take some photo's of the different variants
and put them up on a web site -- unless someone has done it already.

<snipped>

... on rejuvenation

> I have
> done this once or twice on tubes like 201a's with success,  but it is a
> procedure that can  only be repeated a limited number of times.

That's what I've seen the procedure on -- old tubes like the 01A's.  But
there was the "Zippo" thing a while back.
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2001 02:38:43 -0400
From: Norman Ryan <nryan@intrex.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields
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Don't despair if your gear comes with heat sink tube shields similar to the IERC
type, such as the Cinch, WPM, or other makes.  They work basically similarly, be
they finger type or pentagonal, etc.

The shiny ones with shiny interiors and shiny heat dissipator inserts are suspect,
IMO, and are little better than leaving the tube unshielded as far as heat
dissipation goes.  Shiny shields with no inserts at all definitely are to be avoided.

Shiny shields with inserts can be helped to dissipate heat better by spray painting
their interiors with flat black paint.  Take out the insert and give it a thin coat of
flat black if it is shiny.  Use masking tape to block the inside of the shield where it
contacts the tube socket flange, then spray paint its interior also.  When dry,
remove masking tape and install insert.  Replace these shields with IERC (or
clones) whenever you find them.

WPM shields can be improved by pushing a tapered rod into the top of the
shield to curl the top's rim inward.  This will make the WPM fully as effective as
an IERC-- it even resembles an IERC if you ignore the WPM
logo.

Fair Radio still has IERC's from 85 cents upward.
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2001 03:57:24 -0400
From: "Barry Hauser" <barry@hausernet.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields

I dunno if I agree with painting the insides of shiny (or other) shields
where you have inserts.  If the inserts are black that's what counts in
terms of reducing heat reflection back into the tube.  Also, the black
finish on tube shields and inserts is not paint -- it's black oxide or black
anodized -- very thin and probably doesn't impede heat transfer much.
However, paints that are typically available -- particularly flat paints --
will tend to insulate the insert from the shield body which is not a good
idea.  Part of the heat is convected out in the space between the shield and
the tube, part is conducted out via thermal transfer from the tube glass to
the insert to the shield body and to the surrounding air, and part is
conducted out through the chassis.  Painting the inside of the shield may
reduce 2 of the 3 routes out.

True, when you re-install the five sided flat type, the high spots (corners)
may well scratch through the paint, but I still don't see the advantage.
The tube is "seeing" the inside of the insert, not the inside of the shield.
If the inserts are shiny, then you'd best replace them or the shields.  (If
the contact surfaces have worn off, a few coats of magic marker or "Sharpie"
marker might help, though not all that flat on metal.)

Painting would be an improvement for the standard shiny shields with no
inserts.  That would reduce heat reflection, but do nothing for conduction.
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True - the fingerstock type inserts are perforated, but I don't think the
tube "sees" much of the shield with those, either.

My 2 cents anywho.  Am I wrong on this?

Opening up the flanges sounds like a good idea, though.
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2001 10:23:19 -0700
From: "Roger L Ruszkowski" <rlruszkowski@west.raytheon.com>
Subject: [R-390] Tube Shields black stuff

The black stuff is to reduce the impedance between the metal and the air.
If the black stuff scrapes off at a point of contact between two metals or between
metal and glass. "GOOD" Those two surfaces are now closer to one with each
other and have less of a heat transfer interrupt. The black stuff is to get a better
match between air  and metal. How do you get more radiated
heat out of the air and into the metal inside the shield. On the outside of the
shield, how do you get the heat radiated from the metal back out to the air.

Fingers in the shield help. Glass to metal transfer is better than a glass, air,metal
transfer.

You can not get 100% coverage inside the shield. So there is some room for glass,
air, metal transfer. The black stuff inside the shield makes this transfer more
efficient. So it gets built in.

Out side the tube shield there is only one mechanism at work.
Metal to air heat transfer. More black stuff area, then more
heat transfer.

Touching up scratches is a waste.

Better you go for clean finger oil free black stuff than any ting else you
can do on the bench at home.
------------------------------

Date: Mon, 16 Jul 2001 19:13:09 -0700
From: Dan Merz <djmerz@3-cities.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields/mil spec

Jon,  thanks for leading me to the milspec info.   I had a look after downloading
an unzip program that got lost on a disk crash.  Most of the
spec  was essential to anyone wanting to sell the government a tube shield -
not too revealing about what is really good about these things except I'd
guess two or three suppliers got together on a committee with  somebody on
the military side and hashed this all out.   When I look at the required
temperature drop from a bare tube ( 25 to 55 C degrees decrease with shield
in place)  I'm tempted to think this was driven by some measurements on a
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tube shield of a particular type that was thought to be about as good as you
could do,  or was at least good enough,  and then the spec held anyone else
to that.  But I don't know much about what was driving all  the items in
this milspec.  So does anyone have a lead on where to find the Collins study
that supports the idea that tube shields increase tube life,  or any other
reference for that matter that gives the details on tube life/shields or
temperature of the glass envelope/life for receiving tubes ? I haven't had
much luck looking so far.   Sorry to beat a dead,  and now buried,  horse,
but gee why get on a reflector  in the first place if not to rehash old
knowledge,  or at least become familiar with it,  thanks guys,     Dan
------------------------------
From: "G4GJL" <G4GJL@btopenworld.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] New owner with (probably dumb) questions
Date: Mon, 21 Apr 2003 10:33:38 +0100

I agree about the ridiculous priced IERC tube shields are going for these days.
Witness Ebay from time to time as a (high end) price guide. I have two remedies
for this situation which may arouse some thought amongst the group:

Thought 1
There are many items of none-radio-interest electronic equipment which turn up
from time to time at boot sales, industry sales, rallies (hamfests west of here) and
other suchlike sources. I have found that whilst this sort of kit is of no use to us
in a pure radio sense, it will often yield high quality components such as
transformers, chokes, switches, fuse holders, knobs, tubes and , yes tube
screening cans. Better quality equipment will often have black high performance
tube shields which can be put to good use in our, shall I say, more desirable
equipment. Personally I build a lot of my own gear any way, so the source of
components I mentioned is a very valuable one to me. I appreciate this is not
everyones cup of tea, though.

Thought 2
Higher performance in tube shields  is gained mainly by virtue of them being
black. So many plain metal shields have the close fitting spring inserts to conduct
heat away from the tube and will benefit from the following . These shields can
be enhanced simply by painting or spraying them black. Personally I use a USA
product for this, which is a high temperature flat black spray aerosol paint,
intended for renovation of barbecue equipment. It will easily withstand the tube
heat.  I dismantle the shields and spray all surfaces, inside and out. bulk
spraying will improve your yield per can. Let them dry well, or oven them if
the domestic situation permits, before they are put into use..

73 and peace to you all this Easter

Stingy Pete
G4GJL

----- Original Message -----
From: "blw" <ba.williams@charter.net>
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To: "R-390 List" <r-390@mailman.qth.net>
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2003 3:27 AM
Subject: Re: [R-390] New owner with (probably dumb) questions
>
> > Almost all of the R-390's had silver tube shields on them. The IERC's are a
> > rare item. You can get a set of them but it will significantly increase your
> > investment in the radio. I am not convinced that they are worth the money
> > they are selling for these days. Tubes are still pretty cheap ...
>
> I think that if you are going to spend the money on the black IERC shields,
> then get the best shields. I used to have a detailed report of lab tests
> that somebody sent the list a few years ago, probably Dr. Jerry. Anyway,
> without finding the specs of the tests, the shiny shields do damage to tube
> life by reflecting heat back to the tubes. There are 2 types of IERC tube
> shields. The type that doesn't do the job as well are the type with only 3
> or 4 large finger tabs on the inside to contact the tube glass. The good
> shields are the ones with a lot of small, mini fingers to grab the glass.
> Those dissipate the heat more efficiently.  That report had temps from the
> different combinations, etc.
> There are only a few tubes that should be shielded. Chuck has those listed
> on his website, or he used to have it up there the last time I looked.
> http://www.R390A.com/. I only shield those that he suggests.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Mon, 21 Apr 2003 10:32:21 -0500
Subject: Re: [R-390] New owner with (probably dumb) questions
From: blw <ba.williams@charter.net>

Found that older reference to tube shields. This was a long thread in 1999 and
2000. Maybe someone has the info on the pros/cons of cutting on the tube
shields??? Wasn't that about berylium, or some other nasty metal?  I need
more coffee before I finish beating horses.  Barry

>Bill, KD0HG wrote:
> I've received several inquiries regarding my post here concerning
> IERC tube shields and in response, here's a quick elaboration.
> In ER #66 for October, '94, I described the results of a 1954 ARINC
> [Aeronautical Radio, Inc] and GE tube life studies that were done using over
> 150,000 tubes of 20 different types.
> I provided summaries and graphs of tube life vs. envelope temperature
> for several representative tube types- here are a couple:
>
> 5654/6AK5W, 200 tube random lots
> The 80% survival of this type was
> 750 hours @ 192 C
> 1500 hours @ 125 C
> 2000 hours @ 100 C
>
> 6005/6AQ5W
> Over 95% of the 6AQ5 survived 5000 hours of operation
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> at an envelope temperature of 220 C, but at only 17 degrees
> hotter fewer than 70% survived even 2500 hours.
>
> Another chart in the article shows the measured envelope
> temperature of a 12BY7A dissipating 10 watts [including heater].
> Under still air conditions, at room temperature, worst to best,
> >220 C inside a shiny JAN tube shield
> 190 C inside a black anodized JAN tube shield
> 165 C inside a black JAN shield with ventilation slots
> 150 C  bare bulb, no shield
>  82 C  inside an IERC T6-1025H shield/cooler
>
> The results of these life tests indicate a bare bulb is the way
> to go for reliability's sake, unless one uses the IERC coolers.
> Of course, electrical considerations often mandate
> the electrical isolation of a shield.
>
> I once read a reference that around 1960, the shiny tube
> shields were removed from the military's QPL listings as a
> consequence of these earlier studies. This does not agree
> with my observation that many pieces of military gear from
> around that time are full of the shiny type of shields, so I don't
> know if this is really true.
>
> As of the article's press date in '94, IERC was still in
> business and making tube shields and coolers. I don't know about
> today.
> IERC
> 135 W. Magnolia Blvd.
> Burbank, CA 91507
>
> Best, -BK Berthoud, Colo.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Mon, 21 Apr 2003 13:06:06 -0400
From: Barry Hauser <barry@hausernet.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] New owner with (probably dumb) questions

The nasty metal is beryllium copper.  Like the meters, it's OK to handle, but not
to eat.  Seriously though, don't  grind/sand it or cause to become airborne dust.
There are two main aspects of the IERC shields -- black surfaces to reduce
reflection and heat sinking.  The shields themselves are coated with something
special or black anodized.  Even so, you'll notice that the lower 1/2 inch is
shiny/uncoated on the inside, so as to make a good thermal connection to the
socket mount.  The tube mostly "sees" the heat sink insert which is blackened.
It's actually better if the inside of the shield itself is bare to maintain good
thermal coupling to the insert. It should not be heavily coated. I've seed 3 major
styles of heat sink inserts -- simple 5-or 6-sided cylinders, the "finger stock" style
with lots of springy contacts stamped into the insert, and the pleated type, which
is a kind of accordion fold. I'd imagine these vary in terms of effectiveness of
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heat-sinking vs. ventilation, with a trade-off.  The simplest 5-sided ones allow
maximum direct cooling -- vertical airflow, but minimize the area contact
between the glass and the heat sink.  The finger-type improve on the thermal
coupling and still allow for a lot of convection.  The accordion pleated type
maximizes the glass to heatsink area, but might limit direct convection cooling
from the glass. However, the pleats run vertically and there's probably a good
deal of convection through the insert as well as heat conducted away through
the metal to the shield. There's a another variation on the design of the shields
themselves.  Most shiny shields have a substantial flange which retains the spring
at the top. This reduce the top opening and probably affecting convection
cooling somewhat.  The IERC's usually don't have springs and there is typically a
minimum kerf on the top so it maintains it's shape and the insert has something
to back up against.  I've seen some without the kerf, with small stampings to
retain the insert. Lately, I've come across quite a few shiny shields with the
pleated type of insert.  I would imagine that performance is nearly the same as
an IERC type.  So, look inside before you cast them aside.  I don't know if they
were originally equipped that way or upgraded after the fact. As for painting --
particularly with barbeque or engine paint -- I don't think that's a good idea.
Regular coatings serve as a thermal insulator, so the whole shield would tend to
retain more heat inside.  At minimum, mask off the bottom inside surface.  Best
to use some other blackening method, like gun bluing.  Anyone ever try that?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
From: "Kenneth G. Gordon" <keng@moscow.com>
Date: Mon, 21 Apr 2003 10:28:52 -0700
Subject: [R-390] Re: IERC tube shields and tube temps...a field expedient...

I have had pretty good luck with simply spray painting the  inside and outside of
a shiny tube shield with flat black paint  after masking off the lower part which
would make electrical  contact with the grounding ring on the socket. My idea
was that  the shiny interior of the tube shield was reflecting some of the heat
back into the tube, and by painting it black, some of that  reflected heat was
absorbed instead by the shield and transferred to the outside.Temperatures were
noticeably lower for tubes with which I tried this, although I didn't actually
measure them. I have not yet tried to cut ventilation slots in them.I suppose I
should try some sort of heatsink material around the outside where it might fit.
-------------------------------------------------------------
From: "Darryl Jones" <sherri-darryl@erols.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC tube shields and tube temps...a field expedient...
Date: Mon, 21 Apr 2003 19:18:58 -0400

Well, I'm gonna give it a try and find out. Whats the worst that can happen? I
lose a couple of tubes, of which with one or two exceptions, I have bucketloads :)
Does anyone have a suggestion of how I can measure tube temps accurately?
--------------------------------------------------------------------
From: R274C@aol.com
Date: Mon, 21 Apr 2003 19:40:10 EDT
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC tube shields and tube temps...a field expedient...
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Get a laser thermometer. Used by most commercial hvac technicians. Very
accurate. If you don't have IERC shields, remove the tube shields, they will
live longer than with shiny or painted shields. And, contrary to popular  belief,
your radio will continue to work properly.      Les
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC tube shields and tube temps...a field expedient...
Date: Mon, 21 Apr 2003 18:45:16 -0500

I've been using regular tube shields painted flat black since the 60s, works
great.                es 73 de Pete WA5JCI   EM21jv
---------------------------------------------------------
Date: Mon, 21 Apr 2003 19:17:55 -0500
Subject: Re: IERC tube shields and tube temps...a field expedient...
From: blw <ba.williams@charter.net>

I was thinking you would prefer the other type of thermometer, but now you
come up with a laser one instead. Go figure. (g) I went a long time without any
shields, so I agree. I only put those that Chuck recommends because I had them
sitting around. The only shields that I leave on the SP-600 are the ones that attach
to the chassis for support.  <snip>
---------------------------------------------------------------------
From: R274C@aol.com
Date: Mon, 21 Apr 2003 20:38:43 EDT
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC tube shields and tube temps...a field expedient...

I agree Barry, the only reason I have a full set of shields on the R-274C is
because they are all IERC with the "fingers."Many auctioneers are getting like
most of America,..........GREEDY.     Les
-------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Mon, 21 Apr 2003 20:58:42 -0400
From: Gene Beckwith <jtone@sssnet.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC tube shields and tube temps...a field expedient...

Re fingers..and black shields and such...have been slowly but steadily collecting
the little guys for a couple of years..and have been able to shield up a couple of
my pet ST. Juliens Blue Stripers.... Am finding them in ones and two and such in
the boxes under the tables at the fests...most don't know or care what they are
and have had some given to me....also had to buy a bag of tube shields of
various types at local Ham auction...(local club) to get a few out of the sack...cost
... 2 bucks...threw the rest in the dumpster... So, gotta get on your hands and
knees guys ... down where the spiders and and old tv rabit ears reside under the
tables...lot's of gold,  errr. . . "black gold" down there, even if u have to buy the
whole box; and then let the vendor keep the junk minus those little
shields...btw...also a good way to find those little meters we lust after too...
Good hunting...!!   Gene    W8KXR
------------------------------------------------------------------
From: "Jim Shorney" <jshorney@inebraska.com>
Date: Mon, 21 Apr 2003 21:15:47 -0500 (CDT)
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC tube shields and tube temps...a field expedient...
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>Does anyone have a suggestion of how I can measure tube temps
>accurately?

Brew up a wheatstone bridge circuit with a forward-biased silicon diode in one
leg as the sensing element.  Connect it to your DVM and feed it a regulated DC
supply voltage, calibrate it to 100C in a pan of boiling water and 0C in a cup of
ice water.  Quick, dirty, cheap, and surprisingly accurate.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Mon, 21 Apr 2003 22:16:08 -0400
From: Mark Masin <mmasin@atc-us.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: IERC tube shields and tube temps...a field expedient...

If anyone is interested we still have the tube shield inserts, (BeO2), accordian type
on our website. There are 2 different sizes offered. Just for your info.
------------------------------------------------
Date: Tue, 22 Apr 2003 13:39:29 -0400
From: tbigelow@pop.state.vt.us (Todd Bigelow - PS)
Subject: [R-390] Re: [R-390]IERC shields (was New owner with...)

To the best of my knowledge, the nasty part is the insert itself, not  the shield.
Don't hold me to that though, because I didn't build 'em!  The thinking on shiney
shields is that they weren't really intended as shields so much as holders to keep
the tube in place for gear used in harsh environments (like on a battleship with
16 in guns firing). Makes sense when you look at the bayonet base and spring in
the top to keep downward pressure on the tube. Whatever the case, it sure
doesn't look like removing heat was a consideration.Here's my view of cutting
them (IERC): Don't. They are designed a certain way to perform a certain way.
Altering the shape could potentially mess this mechanism up and defeat the
purpose. Now, having said that, here are some other thoughts:

-Use the correct size shield for the correct tube size. Or, don't use a shield
designed for a short 9-pin on a 6U8A (slightly taller, medium-height 9-pin). I've
seen this recently on an SP-600 listed via ePay. If you look at the tubes, you'll see
that the shorter shield is snug to the top of the tube. This defeats the chimney or
convection of heat being sinked away from the tube and passing up and out of
the shield. You get the false security of having an IERC shield 'protecting' your
tube, yet in reality it's just keeping heat in. Looks fancy, but doesn't work. One
exception would be the later IERC types with the open sides. I've never seen
these in the shorter 9-pin configuration, though. Still, the inner fingers have to
align properly with the tube. If you tried using a tall 7-pin on a stubby 6AL5 for
example, it wouldn't work worth a damn. Best thing to do is to take the different
sizes and inspect them side-by-each. You'll quickly see the difference.

-WPM sockets work well also, just not as well as the IERC types. WPM are more
along the lines of the ELCO/EBY/CINCH bayonet-base shiney shield, except
they are black with inserts. I have a bunch of these in older equipment, I'm
thinking of enlarging the top opening just a bit with a reamer to allow better
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airflow up through the inserts. There's a reason the IERCs have a wider mouth
at the top.

-Some of the shiney shields actually have great inserts in them. I've always
wondered how a shield with a shiney exterior and black interior with an insert
would fair. Shiney exterior = reflects external heat floating around inside the
radio instead of absorbing it. I have to guess that the engineers who came up
with the IERC designs knew what they were doing, so I've never pursued it.

- Heatsinks/inserts for bases are important also. Somewhere between the shiny
shields and the IERC types, these were used to pull heat away from the pin bases
were too much heat can cause the seals to fail accompanied by loss of vacuum
and the associated darkness within the tube. I've seen only a few IERC bases
made to work with the IERC shields, and therefore conclude that the more
standard IERCs were perhaps made to replace older types (or work with existing
designs) and offer an improvement in cooling.

- Prices are only as bad as you're willing to pay. Sure, they appear on ePay for
big $$ and if you want the convenience of not having to look around and can
afford the price, it's a deal made for you. If your budget won't permit or you're a
packrat at heart though, there are always the usual sources: old avionics, defunct
test equipment, etc often yield these nice, black tube shields. It involves being
patient as well as looking around at surplus outlets, under tables at hamfests, or
even dumpster diving. Where do you think the dealers who sell them online are
getting them? Just remember when cannabilizing an old piece of gear to also
retreive the little 'band of fingers' from the tube socket bases, if they're in the
unit. Always check! Now, a couple years back a few of us put together a deal on
here which yeilded a lot of these shields. I'm fairly well set myself for now,
although I could use a few of the taller 9-pin types. IIRC, there where 3 of us - Bill
Cotter, myself, and one other person whose identity escapes me. We mainly
traded with other list members, with trading being the preferred method, selling
being the second choice (Bill sold a bunch, though). If there's enough interest and
enough people have at least some amount of surplus they'd like to trade for
sizes they need, we could try it again. Sizes are(from memory, don't yell if I'm
wrong):

5015 - short 7-pin (6AL5/5654 etc)
5020 - medium 7-pin (6BA6)
5025 - tall 7-pin (6AQ5 etc)

6015 - short 9-pin (6AK6?)
6020 - medium 9-pin (6U8A, 12AX7 etc)
6025 - tall 9-pin (12BA7, 3TF7, etc)

So....any interest?    de Todd/'Boomer'  KA1KAQ
---------------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Thu, 24 Apr 2003 08:54:35 -0500
Subject: Re: [R-390] New owner with (probably dumb) questions
From: blw <ba.williams@charter.net>
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Yup, that's the nasty stuff. I use the accordian/pleated ones. More surface
contact vs cooling spaces. I just happened to have enough of those types. I
also have a few cardboard tube shields with aluminum foil that I've taken
out of cheap plastic radios.
--------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Thu, 24 Apr 2003 08:56:44 -0500
Subject: Re: [R-390] New owner with (probably dumb) questions
From: blw <ba.williams@charter.net>

Somewhere along the line I wrote down that it was suggested that V-204  be
shielded too.
--------------------------------------------------------------
From: "Scott, Barry (Clyde B)" <cbscott@ingr.com>
Subject: RE: [R-390] New owner with (probably dumb) questions
Date: Mon, 21 Apr 2003 13:27:55 -0500

Aside from the shield itself, I've found the little strips of finger-like stock that are
wrapped inside the tube socket is beneficial in conducting the heat from the tube
base to the tube shield base and then to the chassis. I think they're made of
beryllium copper as well.
------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Sat, 31 Jan 2004 19:25:08 -0600
From: bw <ba.williams@charter.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] ReCapping R-390A

Somebody posted a report by somebody a while back. I have it on another
computer at the moment. The IERC shields with 'fingers' lining the inside of the
shield transfer more heat from the tube than any other type of shield. The shiny
ones seem to reflect heat back to the tube and actually raise tube temperatures.
Chuck used to have a short list of tubes suggested for having shields. Most are
best used unshielded.
------------------------------------------------------
Date: Tue, 17 Feb 2004 20:49:30 -0600
From: b w <ba.williams@charter.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] EAC R-390A parts needed

I think that I have a compete set of the real IERC tube shields between my 2
radios. I have one Utah cover plate and one set of top and bottom covers. All
came pretty much free with the radios. I only use a couple of the tube shields for
the one working R-390A, and those are only the suggested shields listed by
Chuck Rippel. I keep one top cover loose on top of the radio in the rack for dust
protection. I take it off most of the time when the radio is on to prevent heat
buildup. I keep the Utah plate stored away. All of this is nice to look at from time
to time, but most of it could allow too much heat. Just keep your eye open for
reasonably priced IERC shields. Sometimes,  you find them for a buck or two. A
whole lot of old timers have them rolling around in junk boxes or stuffed in
plastic AM/FM radios. You only need something like 5 or 6 for shielding in a
working radio....if  you decide you need them.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------
From: "Gene Dathe" <dathegene@hotmail.com>
Date: Wed, 18 Feb 2004 14:17:34 +0000
Subject: [R-390] IERC shields

Looking to buy some IERC sheilds; I need 1 of the 6025-B's and 7 of the 5020-B's.
I want only the "finger" style, not the 3 piece... Thanks in advance!
---------------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Wed, 18 Feb 2004 11:48:14 -0600
From: Dave Merrill <r390a@rcn.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] EAC R-390A parts needed

I think the evidence is pretty good that IERC tube shields reduce internal tube
temperatures and prolong tube life.  Collins did employ them on later tube gear.
Can't fault earlier engineers for using components that were accepted practice,
but when somethingclearly better appears, why not use it? BTW, was Nolan's
radio from an early Collins contract?  IIRC, it was a '67 EAC with IERC shields.
-------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Thu, 19 Feb 2004 20:22:29 -0600
From: b w <ba.williams@charter.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] EAC R-390A parts needed

Good to hear from you again. It isn't a big thing on the tube shields and dust
covers, but the -20 manual does state that the dust covers should be removed if
not used in extremely dusty conditions. I think the same paragraph in chapter 2
is where Chuck got his suggested group of tubes to be shielded. These are: V201-
V206, V505, and V701 if used in a fixed installation. The only point that I would
quibble on is the type of shields. I posted a resend of the study of no shields,
shiny, black, and IERC shields last year. The measured temps was convincing
data for tested tube life. I'll dig around and see if I can find it again. The shiny
shields were the worst of the lot, and worse than tubes with no shields at all.
They always increased tube temps.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Sun, 14 Mar 2004 18:37:35 -0800
From: David Ross <ross@hypertools.com>
Subject: [R-390] none genuine without these numbers...

  This reflector has been entirely too quiet lately.  Against Hank's advice, I will
now try to separate the flys??t from the pepper.
  The 1960 Collins General Catalog states, on page 82, under the category "TUBE
SHIELDS", "Collins 66J Heat Reducing Tube Shields can lower bulb hot spot
temperature rise above ambient to as low as 55% of former values".

  The catalog further lists:

*******
Collins Shield Equivalent     Height     Tube
Type Number           JAN          of       Size
(includes          Shield No.     Shield
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 shield, corru-
 gated liner &
 base liner)

  66J-1            TS-102U01       1 3/8   7 pin short
  66J-2            TS-102U02       1 3/4   7 pin medium
  66J-3            TS-102U03       2 1/4   7 pin large
  66J-4            TS-103U01       1 1/2   9 pin short
  66J-5            TS-103U02      1 15/16  9 pin medium
  66J-6            TS-103U03       2 3/8   9 pin large
**************************************************************************
  Anyone seen any tubeshields with this "66J-?" designation?  No doubt
now worth millions on egad...
--------------------------------------------------------------
From: ToddRoberts2001@aol.com
Date: Sun, 14 Mar 2004 22:28:44 EST
Subject: [R-390] PEARL Tube Coolers

Hi All, Dave Ross's recent question reminded me that I wanted to ask the
group if anyone has had any experience with the PEARL tube coolers? I see they
are  popular with some of the Hi-Fi crowd. Supposed to be even better than the
IERC type shields at dissipating heat. They look kind of like a flexible
accordion tube that slips over the glass envelope and snaps tight with rubber O-
rings. The black accordion-like ribs act like small fins to dissipate heat away from
the glass envelope. They are not designed to electrically shield the tubes but I
have read that most tubes in the R-390A do not require electrical shielding or
grounding of the shield. Thanks for any comments! 73 Todd Roberts WD4NGG.
---------------------------------------
Date: Mon, 15 Mar 2004 09:37:19 -0600
From: Harry Joel <hcjoel@direcpc.com>
Subject: [R-390] Tube Heat Shields

Having followed the ongoing discussion re: heat shields, may I offer this: For the
first three years as electrical engineer I worked for GE (AEG Germany)
applicance division. There is had to perform heat related measurements on many
of their products. Thermocouples were used almost exclusively to take readings.
The small size of a thermocouple junction was an advantage. Drawback was the
need to keep the reference for the thermocouple wires in an ice-water jar. A
millivolt meter and the calibration chart was all to take very accurate
temperature measurements. Now Thermistors could be used for the same
purpose. Comparing the efficiency of the various tube heat shield designs could
be done using a bead thermistor attached to a heatshield.

The effect of contact area (with the tube envelope), black or shiny shield color
and other mechanical choices could be compared. It seems that with the
preponderance of solid state devices, the developement of better heat shields for
vaccuum tubes has not been on the front burner in the industry. The demand
does not justify the cost of research in this area.
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(with a 392 sitting on my work bench waiting for some TLC) I am encouraged
by the ongoing discussions in this forum)
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Tue, 16 Mar 2004 15:26:23 -0500
From: Roy Morgan <roy.morgan@nist.gov>
Subject: Re: [R-390] PEARL Tube Coolers

>Hi All, Dave Ross's recent question reminded me that I wanted to ask the
>group if anyone has had any experience with the PEARL tube coolers? I see
>they are >popular with some of the Hi-Fi crowd.

Todd, <Spoof mode ON>
Yes, get them for all your tubes. They increase the sound stage image
immeasurably and add a definite sense of presence and airy ness to the sound
while removing a sort of graininess found in lower quality equipment.  While
you are at it, get some Cocobolo wood pyramids to mount your equipment on..
it reduces interference from the dreaded intergalactic noise field and cannot be
done without. Only six hundred dollars a set of four.  And have you heard of the
cryogenically treated hospital grade 20 amp outlet sockets? None better. You
have to try them to understand the improvement.. Only $40 each.  The
accompanying cryogenically treated power cord is a mere $150. ...
<Spoof mode OFF>

in my opinion:

Those tube coolers might work a bit better than IERC or similar tube shields in
cooling the tubes*, but if I were you I'd spend my money** on spare tubes and
normal heat dissipating tube shields, and a FAN! *For a dissertation on their
performance, including a very interesting bibliography on the topic, see:
<http://www.pearl-
hifi.com/06_Lit_Archive/01_Audio_Notes/PEARL_Tube_Coolers.pdfv>
By the  way, this reference shows a chart of tube temperature vs. cooling
air velocity for a number of tube shields, including the shiny chrome ones
and the black IERC ones. **It appears that you can get Pearl tube coolers for
small tubes at about  $6 each.  See:
<http://sphl.audiogon.com/cgi-bin/buy_cl.pl?accstube&1083100833>
------------------------------------------
Date: Wed, 17 Mar 2004 07:11:07 -0800 (GMT-08:00)
From: "W. Li" <wli98040@earthlink.net>
Subject: [R-390] Re: Pearl tube shields

Interesting thread: reducing operating tube temperatures is one maneuver that
will definitely prolong their life. Note that there are TWO types of IERC shields,
one that merely slips over the the JAN socket, and one that actually mates
mechanically to a special add-on sleeve bolted to the socket. The latter has an
advantage in that a large area thermal connection is made to the chassis for
conduction of heat away from the tube. This arrangement makes the most sense
for those tubes below the chassis in the R-390 series, and not all that
advantageous for those above the chassis. As Roy correctly points out, a fan is
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far more important to dissipate heat away from the tubes. On the market today
are 80cm ball-bearing fans that are incredibly quiet that can be mounted
strategically to dissipate heat... most useful for those of us that have the unit
housed in a cabinet. My preference would be to mount the receiver in a
ventilated rack with both top and bottom covers OFF.

Stictly speaking, this group (of all groups) ought to take the trouble to actually
document operating temperatures of our units in a scientific way. After all, we
are compulsive types, and prefer to pay attention to detail.  Inexpensive battery
operated LCD temperature monitors can be acquired from shops that sell
customized computer case accessories for around $16-$22. These come with
small temperature sensors that can be mounted anywhere on (or inside) a shield.
Such results would be an interesting post for the ambitious members in this
group....

Another point that has been brought up earlier, is to leave the unit on all the
time, not only for temperature stability, but to avoid power surges through
thermally vulnerable portions of our tubes. My own practice is to use a Variac to
power up, with a thermal delay for B+, as described by another list member.
-----------------------------------------------------
From: "Bob Tetrault" <r.tetrault@comcast.net>
Subject: RE: [R-390] Re: Pearl tube shields
Date: Thu, 18 Mar 2004 08:39:41 -0800

A final note for those interested in fans: Those ball bearing jobs are also available
in 220V versions, and when run on 110 are **absolutely** silent. Sure they move
much less air but still plenty.
------------------------------------------------------------
Subject: RE: [R-390] Re: Pearl tube shields
From: murillo@furnas.com.br
Date: Thu, 18 Mar 2004 14:45:38 -0300

Mine uses a 12 VDC  PC cooler  conected to the inners of a plug ( P-something) ,
which feeds antenna  relay. Micro rectifier-bridge and a electrolytic capacitor
rectifies everything.  Absolutelly  no wisper heard from propeller.
----------------------------------------------------------------
From: "John KA1XC" <tetrode@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: Pearl tube shields
Date: Thu, 18 Mar 2004 15:20:28 -0500

Bob, do you have a specific vendor in mind or a URL handy for these?
-------------------------------------
Date: Fri, 19 Mar 2004 19:45:27 -0600
From: b w <ba.williams@charter.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Re: Pearl tube shields

You may find it easier to buy one of the hand held RC plane temperature
sensors. They run about $25 and are used to get the temps of running
engine parts. It should be fairly accurate if held around the tubes at
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various spots.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: "Drew Papanek" <drewmaster813@hotmail.com>
Date: Sat, 20 Mar 2004 19:54:48 -0500
Subject: [R-390] Tube Shields/Temperature Instrumentation

>Strictly speaking, this group (of all groups) ought to take the trouble to
>actually document operating temperatures of our units in a scientific
>way. After all, we are compulsive types, and prefer to pay attention to
>detail.

We also tend to be compulsively, shall we euphemistically say, frugal;
which leads to....

>Inexpensive battery operated LCD temperature monitors can be
>acquired from shops that sell customized computer case accessories
>for around 16-$22.

Mal-Wart sells an indoor/outdoor digital thermometer for less than $10.

>These come with small temperature sensors that can be mounted anywhere on
>(or inside) a shield.

The somewhat bulbous plastic encapsulated remote sensor of the unit
I mentioned has some usefulness as is.  For compactness, the plastic
could be whittled down some.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Sun, 21 Mar 2004 07:38:53 -0500
From: Bob Camp <ham@cq.nu>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields/Temperature Instrumentation

A few observations: Thanks to a twenty year old decision to stock up on tubes
by our favorite pack rat government agency the world is awash in tubes for the
R-390, R390A and a bunch of other stuff. Most of us have enough tubes to re-
tube each of our radios a couple of dozen times. Tubes are easy to replace. I have
actually done it my self under a variety of less than optimum conditions *and*
without any test gear at all. Tube swapping is a *lot* easier than any of the other
maintenance procedures on one of these radios.

There are a couple basic parts of a tube as far as heat is concerned. You have the
glass bulb, the seal between the glass bulb and the pins, and all the stuff inside.
Each of these parts is affected by heat in a different way. They are also affected
by a tube shield in a different way. The glass bulb will melt if it gets to hot. I have
seen a lot of weird things happen, but melting glass on receiving tubes is not one
of them. The amount of power required to get the glass that hot simply isn't
available. The glass does not seem to be terribly forgiving when exposed to a
drop onto a concrete floor ... The glass to metal seals on the tubes at the tube
pins are an issue in terms of tube life. The glass and the metal have different
thermal expansion coefficients. As temperature changes the seal is stressed. If
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the seal cracks even just a little you get a leak. Air inside a vacuum tube is not a
good idea. I have seen tubes fail due to gas inside the tube. I'm not sure that the
gas came from a seal leak though. The tube pins are heat sunk by the tube
socket. They do not seem to be affected by the tube shield at all.

The guts of the tube do all the work and they are what usually fail due to heat.
The filament obviously gets nice and warm in order to make the tube work.
Hopefully nothing we do cools off the filament to much ... The rest of the parts
get nice and hot and then cool down. Eventually the heat cycles make some of
the grids sag or wires break. When they do the tube doesn't work as well as it
might.

All of the magic tube shields cool the glass bulb. That's fine, but the bulb isn't the
problem in the first place. The guts of the tube are the problem. The guts cool by
radiation rather than by conduction or convection. It all gets down to a
wonderful concept called emisitivity. Black tube shields are a good idea for
radiant cooling. The only trick is they have to be black at infrared.

Simply cooling the guts of the tubes does not cool the radio at all. the heat is still
inside the radio. You haven't even moved it around much. The rest of the parts
in the radio are still nice and hot.  They are what you need to worry about. They
are what's going to fail. They are what will be a real pain to replace.

Back in the good old days tubes cost a lot and the rest of the stuff was cheap.
That included the labor to find a dead resistor. Times change ... The cost of that
carbon comp resistor is a bit high now that they are no longer manufactured.

Forget about the tube shields. Buy fans. Buy lots of fans. Un-stack the radios.
Open up the back door on the rack cabinet. Heat kills the rest of the parts in the
radios. A single fan will do far more for a lot less money than a couple of fancy
tube shields ...
---------------------------------------------------------
From: "Bill Hawkins" <bill@iaxs.net>
Subject: RE: [R-390] Tube Shields/Temperature Instrumentation
Date: Sun, 21 Mar 2004 11:26:57 -0600

Don't forget that a 5% drop in line voltage is a 10% drop in power.
Try an adjustable line voltage and see where the set begins to loose sensitivity.
Could we get a report from those who use a Variac to gently start their radios?
Dig out a six (or 12) volt 2 amp filament transformer and buck that line voltage
back a bit. Add a fan and the shields won't matter.

The R-390 series was designed for a wide range of line voltage. The heat-
removing shield is only required at the high end.

Thoughts for a cold spring day.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: "Bernie Nicholson" <vk2abn@batemansbay.com>
To: <r-390@mailman.qth.net>
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Date: Mon, 22 Mar 2004 05:23:12 +1100
Subject: [R-390] Tube bulb temperatures

The best and most convenient way to measure tube bulb temps is with a
Infrared thermometer they are quiete cheap and very accurate and you don't
have to make contact with the glass I measured the temp of the radiator on my
4CX1000A  which is 3000 volts above earth the other day,  and heat sinks are also
easy to measure ,the unit contains a Laser pointer  and electricians use them to
measure the case temp of transformers on power poles without climbing the
pole regards to everyone.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: "Kenneth G. Gordon" <kgordon@moscow.com>
Date: Sun, 21 Mar 2004 11:00:24 -0800
Subject: [R-390] Tube heat and glass to metal seals

I was under the (properly informed) impression that the metal used for tube
glass to metal seals was specifically chosen because its coefficient of expansion
was identical to that of glass, so that leakage from this source was essentially
non-existent. I have forgotten the trade name of this metal. Comments from the
peanut gallery?
------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: "Chuck Ochs" <jmerritt2@capecod.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube heat and glass to metal seals
Date: Sun, 21 Mar 2004 14:52:45 -0500

Yes, this is true. How else can one explain how vacuum tubes that were made
80 years ago still function perfectly. This is an obvious problem in the  design of
vacuum tubes, and was worked out a long time ago, most likely by the people at
Western Electric, but maybe much earlier. After all, the mechanical characteristics
of vacuum tubes are based on the design for the lightbulb. Suspects like Tom
Edison come to mind.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Sun, 21 Mar 2004 15:12:42 -0500
From: Bob Camp <ham@cq.nu>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube bulb temperatures

The gotcha here is that glass is more or less transparent. A good infrared
thermometer is calibrated for an emisitivity of around 95%. That's a nice black
surface, but not quite perfect. Depending on the characteristics of the glass at
infrared you may or may not see it at all. If you do see it then you need to know
what it's emisitivity (wish I knew how to spell that ...) is at the magic wavelength
your thermometer is measuring. One way around the whole problem is to grab
a "known good" can of flat black paint and spray everything in sight with a
couple of coats of it. Then you can assume you are seeing the paint and your
readings are uniform. How to make sure your paint is "known good" - carbon
black is pretty much the standard of comparison. Spray a surface with your paint
and then smoke a portion of the same painted surface. If you can see a
temperature difference between the smoked area and the paint then try
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another brand of paint. The worst thing to go after is anything with gold plating
on it. Gold is a crummy infrared emitter. If you really want to give your paint a
work out spray it on any gold bars you might have lying around the house. You
should get a nice contrast between the painted and unpainted areas. I would be
happy to confirm your measurements if you send me the gold bars after you
measure them ... The whole "black paint isn't  black" thing is the basis for the
"better" performance of the IERC heat dissipating tube shields. The black varnish
on the competitors parts wasn't black enough at infrared to make them work as
well .....
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
From: "Bill Hawkins" <bill@iaxs.net>
Subject: RE: [R-390] Tube heat and glass to metal seals
Date: Sun, 21 Mar 2004 14:43:02 -0600

Yes, the metal and glass have the same coefficients of thermal expansion, but
they don't have the same coefficients of thermal conduction. The metal is not
necessarily at the same temperature as the glass. Consider the heatsinking
property of the socket and its wires. The largest difference probably happens at
startup. Steel chemical reactors are sometimes lined with glass to prevent rapid
corrosion of the steel. The glass must not crack. Temperature control schemes
for an external heat exchanger jacket must not allow the difference between the
jacket and the contents to be more than about 30-50 degrees C.
-----------------------------------------
From: "Drew Papanek" <drewmaster813@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, 22 Mar 2004 18:20:58 -0500
Subject: [R-390] Re: Tube Bulb Temperatures

On the subject of tube temperature vs failure: There is a temperature-dependent
outgassing of the tube elements to consider.   Tubes are baked  before and
during evacuation to drive out residual gases but that takes time and time is
money. Manufacturers hence will tend to bake as little as possible.  We as users
then bake the tubes by simply using them.   The hotter we run them  the greater
the outgassing and no vacuum pump for removal. Nolan's Zippo trick can
revive some of these casualties by reactivation of  the tube's getter. Water vapor
is a particularly egregious offender,  bombarding the cathode and causing
deterioration.The getter is not  effective in trapping those trace amounts of
water. On emissivity, that which emits also absorbs.   Place a hot surface (the
envelope) in proximity to another (the anode) and the latter will run at a higher
temperature than it otherwise would. Count me in as a real "fan" of the idea of
forced convection cooling! Yes, as Bob said, we are awash in tubes.   With the
severe paucity of younger membership in the boatanchor hobby the supply to
demand ratio for tubes will only improve as we oldsters die out. New carbon
composition resistors (Xicon) were still available from Mouser as of recent.
----------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Sat, 24 Apr 2004 17:27:56 -0500
From: Tom Norris <r390a@bellsouth.net>
Subject: [R-390] Collins Tube Shield Data up
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Well, almost up. Bellsouth's lines have been so noisy the past month my upload
speed is around 300 bps. That's NOT 300Kbps, BTW.... grumble.... This is scanned
from the 1962 Collins Industrial Products catalog. Compares Collins "66J" heat
dissipating tube shields to the normal shiny variety or none at all. Impressive. If I
could find info on IERC shields of the period, I'd scan that too. I would imagine
the IERC data to show them a few degrees cooler than the Collins shields. The
files "Collinsgraph" 1 and 2 are closeups of the graphs on page 2 of the shield
listing. Trivia, this particular catalog originally belonged to the tech library
at Dayton Engineering Association, Dayton OH. Thin book, besides tube shields,
it has data on PTO's and auto-positioner assemblies sold by Collins at the time.
If anyone wants larger scans of the graphs please let me know.
If the scans ever upload, they will be under -- http://www.fernblatt.net/Collins/
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Sat, 24 Apr 2004 23:42:50 -0500
From: Tom Norris <r390a@bellsouth.net>
Subject: [R-390] Entire 1961 Collins Industrial Cat is up

Went ahead and scanned all 12 pages. Scanned as moderately sized jpg for size
reasons. Anyone needs anything larger, higher res, or gif (it makes cleaner lines),
let me know.       As before, it is a www.fernblatt.net/Collins/
----------------------------------------
Date: Fri, 02 Jul 2004 21:35:24 -1000
From: "pete wokoun, sr." <pwokoun@hotmail.com>
Subject: [R-390] IERC type tube shields

I can provide this info in a .pdf file if anyone wants it that way. I'll soon stick it in
my website for future reference: www.qsl.net/kh6grt More than you ever
wanted to know about heat-dissipating tube shield mil specs...but just the item
for those *HOT* 6BF5's in Collins equipment. (You may need to change your
font type to a constant-spacing one like Courier for the tables to line up
properly.)

MIL SPEC HEAT-DISSIPATING TUBE SHIELDS
by Pete Wokoun Sr., KH6GRT (6/2004)

We all have heard the benefits of using International Electronic Research Corp
(IERC) type heat-dissipating shields in the R390A and other equipments to
reduce tube operating temperatures. However, I haven't seen any information
on just how how much they actually reduce the temperatures.  Collins did some
temperature studies but I haven't been able to find a copy of their study,
possibly called service bulletin 303.  I don't know if that study included heat
dissipating shields.  Searching thru the mil specs that these shields were made to I
finally found some definitive temperature reduction figures.  The specs
are all in degrees C; they have been converted to degrees F in this presentation.

The mil spec heat-dissipating shields designated for retrofitting to existing
equipment come from three mil specs: MIL-S-9372(USAF), MIL-S-19786(NAVY),
and MIL-S-24251.  These shields are designed to replace the shiny, nickel plated
JAN types.  Mil-S-9372 was an Air Force spec and MS24233, its mil standard for
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retrofit shields, was implemented January, 1958.  MIL-S-19786 was a Navy spec
and its amendment for retrofit shields was implemented May, 1964. Both these
specs were cancelled in 1968 and replaced by mil spec MIL-S-24251 which
covered all branches of the service and was implemented March, 1967.  Shields
made to any of these specs will have the mil spec part number on them.  Here
are those mil spec part numbers cross referenced to the well-known IERC
numbers:

     SIZE        IERC #   MIL-S-9372   MIL-S-19786   MIL-S-24251
  ------------   ------   ----------   -----------   -----------
  Short 7 pin 5015B    MS24233-1    S0761*V00     M24251/6-1
  Med 7 pin  5020B    MS24233-2    S0762*V00     M24251/6-2
  Tall 7 pin  5025B    MS24233-3    S0765*V00     M24251/6-3
  Short 9 pin 6015B    MS24233-4    S0966*V00     M24251/6-4
  Med 9 pin 6020B    MS24233-5    S0967*V00     M24251/6-5
  Tall 9 pin   6025B    MS24233-6    S0968*V00     M24251/6-6
  Ex-Tall 9 pin 6027B    MS24233-7       ---        M24251/6-7
                                       *(X or C)

All the above sizes except the short and ex-tall 9 pin ones are used in the R390A.
You can get information on how many of which ones on many web sites.  The
IERC numbers are normally used when searching for these shields.  If someone
other than IERC made them, they may only have the mil spec number and some
other model number.  I have some made by Waterbury Pressed Metal Company
(WPM in the table below) that are this way.  One I have made by Cinch
Connector Company does carry the IERC number.  I found documentation that
the Atlee Corp also may have produced some of these shields.  Their different
model numbers are noted in the table below and cross referenced to the
IERC numbers:

      SIZE    IERC #     WPM #      ATLEE #
    ---------      ------    --------    --------
  Short 7 pin 5015B     RS-215-1    A10041-1
  Med 7 pin 5020B     RS-215-2    A10041-2
  Tall 7 pin   5025B     RS-215-3    A10041-3
  Short 9 pin 6015B     RS-216-1    A10042-1
  Med 9 pin  6020B     RS-216-2    A10042-2
  Tall 9 pin  6025B     RS-216-3    A10042-3
  Ex-Tall 9 pin 6027B        --         ---

BTW, I noticed the last two digits in the IERC number correspond to their height
in decimal inches.  For example, the 5015 is 1.5 inches high, 5025 is 2.5 inches
high, etc.  Anyone know if the 50 and 60 designate anything?

Physically, from ones I have seen, the shield inserts (the part that contacts the
tube) are of two types:  a multi-sided cylinder (5-sided for 7 pin tubes and 6-sided
for 9 pin tubes) or a round insert with a multitude of 1/16 inch fingers.  I found
both types on shields from both the -9372 and -24251 mil specs.  The multi-sided
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inserts have an open top between the insert and outer shell whereas the mini-
fingered insert has a top closed.  I personally have not seen or heard about any
shields that have the MIL-S-19786 markings.

Shields made to MIL-S-9372(USAF) (MS24233) were qualified to reduce the
surface temperature of a test 'slug' by 36 degrees F, minimum (a 10-11%
reduction).  The test 'slug' was an alumimum piece shaped like a tube with an
internal heater and 3 imbedded thermocouples.  This 'slug' was heated up to 338
to 356 degrees F when the shield was applied.  The average reading for all
thermocouples had to be at least 36 degrees F less than the starting temperature.
How well this test 'slug' with its greater thermal mass related to actual tubes I
don't know.

Shields made to MIL-S-19786(NAVY) were qualified using an instrumented glass
tube called a Thermion.  Apparently these were tube-sized things containing a
heater and thermocouples.  It was heated to its test temperature when the shield
was applied.  The shields designated for retrofit service were only required to
reduce the temperature of the thermion between 10 and 25% (symbol 'X' in
the tables).  However, the shields worked so well they were qualified to the next
higher reduction of 25-38% (symbol 'C' in the tables).  Specific temperatures for
this spec are as follows:

                     Bare Bulb    Shield Temp Reduction (Minimum)
  MIL-S-19786 #      Test Temp       (X) 10-25%      (C) 25-38%
  ---------------  -------------   -------------    ------------
  S0761 (short 7)  293 ˚ F    27- 65 ˚ F     65- 99 ˚ F
  S0762 (med 7)    437 ˚ F    41-101 ˚ F    101-154 ˚ F
  S0765 (tall 7)   455 ˚ F    43-106 ˚ F    106-161 ˚ F
  S0966 (short 9)  266 ˚ F    23- 59 ˚ F     59- 89 ˚ F
  S0967 (med 9)    446 ˚ F    41-104 ˚ F    104-157 ˚ F
  S0968 (tall 9)   347 ˚ F    32- 79 ˚ F     79-120 ˚ F

  Note:  The V00 in the -19786 mil part number refers to a
         vertically mounted shield with no separate base provided.

Shields made to Mil-S-24251 were qualified using actual electron tubes.  The
temperatures were measured from a thermocouple imbedded into the test
tube's glass at its hottest spot.  The hot spot location was determined by
temperature sensitive paints.  Like in the previous specs, the test tube was heated
to its test temperature when the shield was applied.  The shield had to reduce the
bulb temperature by at least the amount indicated in the following table:

                             Bare Tube       Shield Temperature
  MIL-S-24251 #           Test Temperature   Reduction (minimum)
  ----------------------  ----------------   -------------------
  M24251/6-1 (short 7)     239 ˚ F     45 ˚ F (19%)
  M24251/6-2 (med 7)       419 ˚ F     72 ˚ F (17%)
  M24251/6-3 (tall 7)      464 ˚ F     81 ˚ F (17%)
  M24251/6-4 (short 9)     266 ˚ F     45 ˚ F (17%)
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  M24251/6-5 (med 9)       437 ˚ F     99 ˚ F (23%)
  M24251/6-6 (tall 9)      446 ˚ F     81 ˚ F (18%)
  M24251/6-7 (ex-tall 9)   455 ˚ F     81 ˚ F (18%)

Typical tube operating temperatures I expect are somewhat less than these test
temperatures which maximized tube dissipation. This would lead to somewhat
less than the above temperature reductions in actual situations.  However, I
think these tests were closer to actual conditions than the 'slugs' and Thermions
used in previous testing.

The mil spec Mil-S-24251 remains in effect today.  However, there are no
products on its qualified products list.  What that means is no one currently
makes any of these shields because the military doesn't have a need for any.
Personally, I think shields made to any of these mil spec are going to perform
similiarly because they're not all that different from each other.

There are other types of mil spec heat-dissipating shields even of improved
design but they are not designated for general backfitting into existing
equipments.  These shields and their sockets were designed from the start as an
integral part of their equipment.  As such, significant quantities to use in other
equipments are probably not available.

So, what does all this mean?  Here are my thoughts:  These temperature
reductions listed that the shields had to meet are all minimums so actual
reductions cannot be determined. Physically these shields seem to remain pretty
much unchanged throughout the years; it was the mil specs that were changing.
And mil specs are sometimes written just to document what is normally used
and available!  From the mil spec 19786 qualified products list the manufacturers
had test data that supported their products qualification of 25-38% reductions in
bulb temperatures.  This range also allowed them to meet the newer
mil spec 24251 minimum reductions.  So I would venture to say a typical bulb
temperature reduction of 20-25% is realizable with the heat-dissipating shields.
Having a temperature reduction figure only leads to a further question:  By
decreasing the operating temperature of a tube by some amount, how much
improvement in tube life does this lead to?  This becomes harder to answer than
determining how much cooler the tube operates.  But one can generalize by
saying any increase in tube life by lowering bulb temperature is beneficial.

The most informative article I was able to find on-line which related tube bulb
temperatures to tube life was pearl_tube_coolers.pdf on the www.pearl-hifi.com
website. Although much of the website borders on the more esoteric nuances of
high-end audio, this paper presents some of the earlier works done by GE and
IERC on tube temperatures and life spans that are difficult to find these days.  An
example from an IERC study in that article:  a 6AQ5(6005) tube operating near
maximum plate dissipation has a bare bulb temperature almost 460 ˚ F.  Enclosed
in a bright JAN shield its bulb temperature rises to 600 ˚ F.  With an IERC type B
cooler installed the bulb temperature drops to 365 ˚ F.  This is a 20% drop from
its bare bulb temperature and an 39% drop from its JAN shield temperature. This
related to a tube survival rate after 500 operating hours of 35% using no shield,
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to less than 5% using the JAN shield, to over 95% still working using the IERC
type B cooler. In another example from a GE study:  From a batch of 200
6AQ5(6005) tubes running at 502 ˚ F, 15% were still operational after 2500 hours.
A second batch running at 428 ˚ F, 74 ˚ cooler or about a 15% reduction in
bulb temperature, still had 90% operational after 5000 hours. It seems "small
decreases in bulb temperatures often result in seemingly disproportionately
large increases in tube life". The article is also interesting in that it touches on
other factors like filament voltage, forced air cooling, and temperature gradients
that also have an influence on tube life.
-------------------------------------------------
Date: Sat, 3 Jul 2004 00:56:46 -0700
From: "Bob Tetrault" <r.tetrault@comcast.net>
Subject: RE: [R-390] IERC type tube shields

Nolan would be proud...
------------------------------------------------------
Date: Sat, 03 Jul 2004 07:23:44 -0400
From: Barry Hauser <barry@hausernet.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC type tube shields

While compiling this body of knowledge, you might want to add yet another
type of insert -- the pleated type of beryllium copper ones.  I've seen these in
IERC shields and also in black or shiny conventional shields.  Some might be
retrofits - depot, manufacturer or hobbiest.

There is some variation in the style of the shields themselves, even within IERC
ones.  Some have a substantial rim at the top, others much thinner and some
have none at all -- made of a flat piece of metal rolled up and crimped -- maybe
spot welded, rather than cut and formed from tubular stock..  They may have
different model numbers, dunno.  The wider the top rim, the more convection is
impeded. I'd guess there are at least three main attributes that determine the
heat reduction effectiveness of the various inserts themselves -- percent of
surface contact area to the glass envelope and inner surface of the shield,
composition and mass of the insert and vertical airflow.  It would seem --  using
"eyeball geometry" -- that the five or six sided cylinder type would be the worst,
and the many-fingered and pleated type the best.  The latter makes for more
contact area and mass, but the finger type may allow for better airflow.

Another factor is how well the shield is heat-sunk to the chassis.  Some of the
heat convects/rises up out of the tube shield, some gets conducted away
through the shield to the mounting base into the chassis.  The best of the IERC's
are all black except for the inside bottom which is bare metal, apparently
machined or wirebrushed. Some black shields have the coating in place where
they mount up, so might reduce heat transfer. All this works "as advertised" on
the top half of an R-390, but not exactly on the upside-down bottom half, I
suppose.

One tip:  If you have the conventional wide-rimmed shields with either the
five/six-sided cylinder or pleated insert, (or you're rolling your own) make sure
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the insert is pushed a bit down from the top of the shield to let the heat escape.
This type of shield is usually missing the crimps in the sides which keep the
inserts in place vertically, so tend to ride up when the shield is installed -- and fall
out when removed.
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Sat, 03 Jul 2004 08:01:35 -0500
From: Jerry Kincade <w5kp@direcway.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] IERC type tube shields

Excellent post, Pete. A copy will go into my special "390 good stuff " file.
Mahalo and Geev 'um, Brah.
------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Sat, 3 Jul 2004 22:41:06 -0500
From: Tom Norris <r390a@bellsouth.net>
Subject: [R-390] Re: IERC type tube shields - Collins 66J's

I have a scan of the 66J tube shield data, unshined/shiny/dissipating shield. Sort
of similar to the various IERC models

http://www.fernblatt.net/Collins/Collins66Jgraph_1.gif
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Sun, 1 May 2005 21:56:27 -0500
From: "Cecil Acuff" <chacuff@cableone.net>
Subject: [R-390] Tube shields

Found something interesting this evening while working on an R-390
restoration.  Found two ELCO tube shields...the silver twist lock kind with
the IERC finger style contacts between the shell and the spring.  I thought
at first some wise guy had shoved it up in there to make a somewhat hybrid
IERC tube shield.  Upon closer investigation it appears to be factory. There are
two folded indentations in the shell that catch the bottom of the finger contact
piece to keep it from sliding out when the shield is pulled off the tube.
Interesting....Is this a new find or are these shields pretty common?  First I have
seen! Not sure they are any better than the silver variety as far as dissipation.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Date: Mon, 02 May 2005 08:22:08 -0400
From: Barry Hauser <barry@hausernet.com>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube shields

I've seen quite a few shiny shields with the accordion pleat type of beryllium
copper insert in them.  Not sure if they were retro-fit or not. Same for the flat,
hex-type.  I don't recall seeing any with the fingerstock style of insert.  The
retrofitted ones usually reveal theselves when you remove them and the insert
stays on the tube.  Of course, there could have been an arbor jig where they
made those indentations after the fact. My take is that the "silver" shields with the
inserts -- preferably finger or accordion - -should be fairly close to full IERC
shields in dissipation. However, other factors -- the stock shields have a rather
large flange which can block the air channels and generally impede airflow -- and
the IERC shield are made of aluminum or some similar alloy which may have
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better heatsinking characteristics than plated steel.  But, I think the insert is most
of the benefit and they also provide the black/nonreflective surface, nearly the
same as the inside of an IERC shield in that respect.  BTW - even the IERC's vary
in terms of inserts and flange size.  Some have no lip on the top at all -- just a
piece of rolled up aluminum. We may be overdue to dig up the ol' tube shield
pony and start whippin' it again.  Been a while.  Keeps 'em from spoilin'.
-----------------------------------
Date: Sun, 6 Nov 2005 08:00:23 -0500
From: "James A. (Andy) Moorer" <jamminpower@earthlink.net>
Subject: Re: [R-390] Tube Shields

Gents, you can get all the IERC tube shields you need from Fair Radio
www.fairradio.com   Don't believe the catalog - they have lots more stuff than is
listed there, though they may have to dig for it. Send them an email. They have
all but a few of the really, really scarce tube shields.
----------------------------------------------
Date: Sun, 06 Nov 2005 15:36:59 +0000
From: odyslim@comcast.net
Subject: [R-390] Tube Shields/15 new 6015B's for trade

 I have 15 brand new IERC 6015B's that I would like to trade for IERC 5020B's.
New would be prefered but used will be fine. The 5020B is made to fit 5749 sized
tubes   The 6015B will fit on a 12AU7 but is a little short to go all the way down
the tube socket.                  Scott W3CV
------------------------------------------------------


